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INTERIM OPINION 

1. Summary 

In this decision, we address the Phase 1 transition cost iss\l('s, whIch h\clude the 

ratemaking issu('s associated with ('stablishing the Tr,1osition Cost Balancing Accounts 

for Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Edison Compan)' 

(Edison), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E). In addition, we review a 

stipulation presented by all parties on market prke prOXies, and address cOnsensus 
:-:. -.-

and nonronsensus recomrnendations regarding tarili isSues related to terms and 

conditions for exemptions alld departing load .. Most importantly, we detemline that it 

is not appropriate to allow complete utility discretion in applying revenues to 

transition costs and discuss how such discretion impacts the risJ<s of transiti~n cost 

recovery_ \Vc make these determinations according to the martdates provided by the 

new Public Utilities (PU) Code Sections added by Assembly Bill (AB) 1890 (Ch. 854, 

Stats. 1996), and using the guidance proVided by our Preferred Policy Decision' irt the 

Eledric Restructuring Rulemaking and Investigation (R.94-()t-031/I.9.,1-llt-032). In this 

phase, wc ad6ptgcneral guidelines to be applied to the order of accelcration for 

reco\'ery of transition costs. SpecifiC findings rcgarding eligihilit}' of costs for . 
transition costs, and appropriate appHcation of r.'tte of return will be addressed in 

Phase 2. 

2. Background and Procedural History 

In April 1994, we initiated R.9-1-{).l-031/J.9.,1..().j-031, a comprehcnsh>e 

rulemaking and invcstigation into restructuring California's cle<:tric services industry 

and reforming regulatiOil. After months of cxtensive public comments and . 
participation .. we issued our Preferred Policy Dt.~ision, which rcqu~ted and 

authorized the invcstor-owned utilities (IOUs) to make the Whigs Jle«>ssary at the 

Federal Energy Regulator}' Commission (FERC) to establish an Independent System 

I lA"'Cision (0.) 95-12-00, as modified by D.~l-tX)9 . 
.. 
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Operator (ISO) and Power Exchange which would facilit.lte a rompctiti\·c gcnN.ltion 

framework to begin no later than January 1,1998. In that dccisioll, we also required 

the IOUs to unbundle the ete<tric service currently provide..1 to retail customers so that 

customers' direct access 10 energy service providers (QuId begin simult.lnoous)y with 

the new market structure. 

\Ve also rcc6gnited that i;'- the transition to the new industry stntcture, certain 

utility generation-related capital an~ operating costs would prove to be Ul\cronomic 
. . 

and would not be recovered through market revenues. \Ve called these uneconomic or 

stranded assets Utransition costs/' and stated that those assets that pro\>oo to be 

economtc would be netted against those that proved to be uneconomic in the new 

market strudure. As defined in the Pie fe rtcd Policy Dt.·'dsion, transition costs arise 
- -

from generation assets, nudea-r power plant settlements, powet purchase agreements, 

qualifying fadliH(;S (QFs) contraCts, -and the reasonable capital costs of early retil'ernent 

or retraining programs (or en1ployees. \VE\4efined unecortonlic capital costs as those 

occll~ring \vhcn the market value at the tin\e of divestiture, spin off, or appraisal was 

less than the net book value of the assetl and for ongoing costs, we defined uneconomic 

costs as those greatet than the clearing price -prOVided by the Power Exchange. 

The Preferred Polk}' Decision stated that these costs would be collectoo through 

a nonbypassable competitiOl\ transition charge (eTC), applied to all retail clistomers, 

whether the}' continue to take bundled service from the IOUs or not. \Ve further stated 

that valuation. of transition costs would rely on market mechanisms to the extent 

possible and would be designed to n\inimize tr.lnsition costs. The Preferred Policy 

Decision called (or the utilities (0 life applicatioris b}' September 2, 199610 establish the 

level o( transition costs as of January I, 1998. The utilities were also directed to file 

applk.,Uons to identify and value the "sunk costsll of their lion-nuclear gen('f[ltion 

assets by April 15, 1996. These principles were affim\ed iIl D.96-03-022, the Roadmap 

Decision, \\'hich called for a scoping workshop to detern\h\e Issues and procedural 

forums to address various issues, inctudingtransition costs. The Roadmap lA"Cision 

also changed the filing date (or the applications addres~ing the valuation of non-
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nude-ar genc-r,1tion assets to August I, 1996 and the &ptember 2 tr,lnsition cost 

appJic(ltion filing date was changed to August 30, 1996. 

On l\'fay 17, 1996, Conunissioner Conlon, as lead assigned Commissioner in this 

issue area, convened a scoping workshop to consider issues related to establishing the 

transition cost balancing accounts, establishing the irtitiaf transition cost estimatcs, 

ca1culaling ongoing transition costs, adopting the methodology for market \'alua~ion, 

establishing the level of transition costs for allocation and ratesetti.ng purposes, ~Uing 
the QF buyout incentive, and approving terms and conditions and collection of eTC 

for departing customers. 

As a result of that workshop, Comn\issioner Conlon issued a ruling on June 28, 

which established that: 1) tenus and conditions (or eXemptiOI\S and departing load 
. . 

would be addressed early in these' prOceedings; 2) QF buyout incentive issues ,Vou!d 

be addressed in a separate track in electric restructuring; 3) the details of de\'eloping 

the methodology for valuing utility assets that are retained (rather than being divested 

or spun oft) should be developed in a later phase of the transition cost proceedings; 

and 4) the detailso( cost allocation and ratesetting related to transition cost reCovery 

should be developed in the unbundling and ratesctting isslle area. the ntHng also 

approved the cotllinttlng e(forts of the transition cost working group to work 

informally to dC\'elop a master data format (or each utility to usc in ideritifying costs 

(or ,\'hich they seek transition cost icco\'ery, and asked that parties considerwhethet 

an audit to estabHsh the starting point for transition cost rerovery would be usehtl. 

On August I, 1996, Comrnissioner Duque, as co-assigned Cornmissioner in this 

issue area, issued a ruHng endorsing an independent audit, with consultants to be . 

hired br the Energ)' bivision (forn\{'rly the Commission Advisory and Compliance 

Division), and establishirig December 30, 1996 as the submission dale for the final audit 

report.t A prehearing conference (PHC) was held on September 13 to identif}' Phase 1 

Z The date of the audit report has n.xes..~.ully ~n extended to March 21,1997, duc to \'arious 
pro«xlural matters that delayoo seleCtion and (ontract ex('(ution with the selected consultants. 
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-

issues and establish a schoo,ule (otc\,identiary hcarings. On September 23, A~mbly e 
nm (AB) 1890 was signed into law by Go\'ernor \Vilson. AB 1890, in many respects, 

built on out Preferred Policy lA'Cision and ronfimlcd that the tr,lnsitiOn period for 

electric rcstructuring would begin on January 1, 1998. 11\ light on the anticipated 

legislation and at the direCtion of the asSigned adnlinistrath'e law judge (ALJ), 

interested parties attended a meet-al\d-confer session 01\ September 27. lhrec joint 

caSe management statements'\\'ere filed' by: 1) PG&E, Edison, SDG&E, and the 

. Coalition of Utility Employees (CUE); iYthe Offire of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA), The 

Utility Reform Netw.o'rk (TURN), the Utility Consumers' Action Network (UCAN), 

and the California Energy Commission (CEC); and 3) California Industrial Users (CIU), 

California l-arge Energy Consumers Association (CLECA), California Department of 

General Services (DGS), California Farm Bureau Federation (Farm Bureau), the Energy . 

Producers aild Users Coalition (EPUC), and Cogeneration Association of California 

(CAe). 

These case management statements and the various procedural 

rcrommendations were addressed by ruling issued October 11, 1996. This nlling 

established a schedule for Phase 1 and Phase 2 and reOrganized the importallCC of 

Phase lA policy briefs. The purpose of Phase lA was to delineate the major issues and 

policy determinations that must be resolved in these proceedings. On October 21, the 

utilities filed amended applications to relled the impact of and revisions required b}' 

AB 1890, specifically the requirements of newly added PU Code §§ 367, 368,369,372, 

373,374,375, and 376.~ Be<'ause terms and conditions (or ('xen\ptlons were addressed 

in detail,in §§ 372-374, the utilities were directed to provide proposed tariff language to 

comply with those provisions and to file tariff language for establishing the erc 
balancing account. 11\e Energy Division heJd workshops on the tariff language on 

3 All statutory re(uenCC$ are to PU Code secUons. imtess otherwise noted. 
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JamliU)' 13 and 14, 1997, and issued a workshop rCpOrt on January 24. Comments on 

the workshop repOrl ' ... ·cce fited on Februar}' 5 by PG&E, Edison, SDG&E, and ORA. 

Phase 1 testimony was served by ORA, jointly by TURN, DGS, and UCAN, 

(coll<X't\vcly, TURN tI 01.), jointly by ClU, CLECA, and CMA (col1ccth'ely, CIU cl al.), 

by the Fcd~ral Executive Agencies (FEA), by Sonoma County \Valer Agency (Sonoma 

County), and jointly by the EPUC and CAe (EPUC/CAC).' EvidentiarrJ1farings were 

held from l>e<:etnbet 3 through December 10. Concurrent opening briefs were filed by 

PG&E, Edison, SDG&E, ORA, TURN it ill. (together with the University of 

Califomia/Caiifornia State University, CIU tI Ill., FEA, Sonoma County, and 

EPUC/CAC. On Jantlary 2S, aloint Recommendation was subnlitted to the 

Con'\Inissi6n by PG&Ej Edison, SOC&E, CIU, CLECA, CMAj the Farm Buteau, EPUC, 

and CAC.' Reply briefs were tirnely filed by PG&E, Edison, SDG&E, ORA, TURN cl al., 

CIU d al., Farm Buteau, Sonoma Courtty, and FHA.' Oral argument was held on 

February 10, 1997. Supplementary briefs addressing the Joint Recommendation were 

liled on Febmary 14 by ORA, TURN, DG5, PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E. 

3. Assembly 81111890 and TransItIon COsts 

AB 1890 adds several new sections to the PU Code, and endorses, lor the most 

part, this Conln\ission's approach to transition costs. \Vith certain exceptions, the 

legislation ptovides (or a nonbypassable erc, to be levied on all custofncrs, whether 

taking service as full service utility customers (or bundled customers), procuring their 

own energy as direct access customers, or departing the utilities' transmission and 

4 We also address the pohlls raised (n Mcree" Irrigation District's (MID) Phase IA bJ1t'f, which 
PG&E rebutted In ExhIbit 4. 

5 PG&E and SDG&l<; attached the Joint Recommendation to their reply briefs, moo 6n 
FebnJary 5, 1997. 

5 The Ar"in-EdIson Water Storage Dlswct also filed a reply brief. Min-Edison l~ nct a party 
to this proceeding nor has it n,ed a petition to Int~i\·tne. We wiU aCcept Its reply brtef as part 
of out tOrrespondE'nte file. but cirect Ar.111-F..dlsonto take steps to become an Interested Party 
should it \\ish to altain party status. 
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distribution s}'stems altogether (departing lo.al customers). \Vhile the Prdern.--d Policy 

Decision provided lor a. rate cap and recovery of transition costs through 2003, A B 1890 

provides for a rale (r~ze at the June 10, 1996 rate levels and the recovNy ot the 

majority of transition costs by D\."CCnlber 311 2001. This rate freeze is linked to 

transition cost r('(overy; i.e., if gencration·reJated uneronomic costs are rcco\'ered prior 

to lh.~rnber 31, 20011 the rate freeze wiU end. 

In addition to the general categories of tran~ition costs found eligible for 

rcco\'ery in the Preferred Policy Decision, § 367 provides (or transition cost recovery of 

Biennial Resource Proceeding Update (BRPU) ~ftlement costs, capital additions lor 

units existing as of DCcefuber20, 1995 and which we find reasonable for maintaining 

facilities until 20021 Edison's fixed fuel contracts, and an expanded definition of 

employee-related transition costs. Section 367 also specifies the period during v .. ·hich 

particular transition costs may be rcco,,:ered. Transition cost collection by I'l\eans of the 

CTC begins January I, 1998, simultaneously with the implementation of direct access, 

the ISO, and the PoWer Exchange. Costs of generation-related assets and obligations 

must be collected by December 31/ 2001. Costs associated with power purchase 

. contracts, including tho~ QF contracts in place as of December 20, 1995, may be 

collected for the duration of the contract. 

Employee-related transition costs are defined in § 375, which provides that these 

costs shall be added to the uneconomic generation-related costs and that recovery shaH 

extend through December 31, 2006. In additionl the utilities are permitted to extend 

the collection period though ~1arch 31,2002 to the extent collection of transition costs is 

impacted by ere exemption5, the costs of renewable programs, Or BRPU settlement 

costs, with certain additional provisions. Finally, § 376 provides that, to the extent that 

the costs of programs to accommodate impJementation of dite<:l access, the Power 

Exchange, and the ISO reduce the ability of the utilities to roHect generation-related 

transition costs, those costs may be collected after December 31,2001 in an amount 

equal to CommiSSion-approved. implementation costs. No time limit is specified. 

~1ost importantly, in order to determine the transition costs ior generatlon

related assets, we must net the negative (above-market) and posith'e (below-market) 
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lr,msition costs of all utility-owned gcncr,1Uon·reJatcd assets. VaJuatiol\ of thl'SC assets 

must occur b)' year-end 200V SignificantlYI the provision that the allocation of 

transition costs shall not result in rate increases beyond June 10, 1996lcyels requires 

that the eTC portion of a gh'en bill be computed on a residual basis; i.e., the difference 

beh\'een the total rate and aU other charges, including the Power Exchange price.' 

Section 36S delineates the criteria (or plans for the r('(Overy of transition costs 

identified in § 367. Aniong other criteria, this section requires- that utilities amortize 

uneconomic costs such that their reoorded rate of return does not exceed authorized 

rate of return on uneconomiC assets and that utilities Me at risk for transition costs not 

rerovered during this period. \Ve addressed the utilities' cost recovery plans in 

0.96-12-077. 

In addition, § 3S1(d) states that the Commission shall extend the period for 

transition cost collection until ~iatch 31, 200i to ensure that the aggregate portion of 

the research, environmental, and low-income funds allocated to renewable resources 

shall equal $540 million and that up to $..c;o milUOI' (or resolving outstanding issues 

related to exemptions, and up to $90 million for resolving outstanding issues related to 

Edison's BRPU contracts, shaU be coHceled dudng this extension. 

4. IS$ues Addressed In Phase 1 

This case has been bifurcated to capture the ratemaking issues in Phase 1 and 

the quantification issues in Phase 2. Phase 1 has been limited to deciding issues 

related to terms and conditions for those entitles which ate exempted from the CTC, 

determining the need for a market price proxy, and establishing the transition cost 

balancing accounts for each utility. Several parties have addressed theeligibiHty of 

J For ccrtaln assets. market valuation Is being address-cd II) PG&E's and Edison's divcstiture 
applicatIons (Application (A.) 96-11-020 and A.96-II-046. rtspectlvely). 

& It is very ImpOrtant to.distingulsh between translUon costs and Ute tompetiUonlransiU()n 
charge or CTC. nle ere will be delineated on each applicable customer's bIll as a separate 
nonbypassable ('hatge, whkh \\ill generate revenue toaHow the utilities to rtroup their 
unecOnomIc transiUon costs. . 
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~rt"in rosis (or 'r~nsition cost rcrovery in both Phase lA policy briefs and Phase I 

teslimony, apparently because of confusion as to where these matters were to be taken 

up. The ALJ issued a ruling on No\'{'mber ~I to darify these matters. 

In Phase I, we address the ratemaking mechanisms proposed by PG&E, Edison, 

and SDG&E to track and recover transition costs, as well as the various proposed. 

approachcs to flexibility in applying revenues to costs and accelerating depredation. 

In addition, we discllss the ere responsibility for departing load and the 

establishn1ent of the required fire wall in the accounting mechanisn\S {or ere 
exemptionS to ensure that no rost·shifting occurs between the combined residential 

and small comn'l.etcial class and remaining customer classes. The actual operation of 

the fire \'taU will be more fully considered in the unbundling and ratesettlng 

proceeding (A.96-12-009 el al.). Finally, we must ensure that the balancing accounts are 

adequate to ac(oul\~ for any proceeds Irom Rate Reduction Bonds, provided in AB 1890 

as a means to finanCe the mandatory 10% rate reduction for residential and small 

commercial customers beginning January I, 1998. 

5. BalanCing Account Issues 

The most rontentious issues in this phase involve determining the appropriate 

amount of utility discretion in applying t{ansition cost revenues to incurred costs and 

deciding whether the utilities' requests for flexibility impacts the risk of transition cost 

r('(overy addressed in the statute and our Preferred Policy Decision. To the extent that 

utility proposals for ratemaking mechanisms fo track transition cost recovery differ 

from current ratemaklng approaches, we must determine whether this is acceptable. 

The utilities assert that the proposed accelerated re<:overy of costs and deferr.ll 

of cerlain current costs arc required by AS 1890_ Because AB.1890 provides for the 

reco\'ery of employee transition costs and restructuring implementation (osts after the 

end of the I\\te freeze (that is, alter March 31,2002), the utilities hold that such costs 

may be deferred in order to allow recovery of generation-related transition (osts, 

which are at risk for (('(overy by December 31, 2001. In additi~n, becau$e costs related 

to BRPU settlements, irrigation district exemptions, and the costs 01 providing 
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rcncw.,bJc resource progr.lms n\ay be c01lc((00 during the period after lA.'CCmbcr 31, 

2001 and bcforc March 31,2002, there have bren propo~"tls to defer these costs as well. 

5. f. Joint RecommendatIon on Employee transItion Costs and 
BalancIng Account Issues 

This Joint Recommendation was crafted late in the schedule for Phase 1 

and was brought to the ALJ's attention on January 29, after opening briefs were filed. 

The moving parties to this Joint Recommendation are CAe/EPUC, CIU d al., Farm 

Bureau, CUE, PG&E, Edison, and SDG&B. 

These parties ask the Commission to adopt the Joint RecOmmendation 

which would settle the most contentious issues in this case and provide certainty in the 

rero\'ery of transition costs. In summary, the Joint Recommendation recommends the 

following: 

1. The utilities should be given flexibility to accelerate depredation 
and coHection of those costs specified in § 367 that must be 
collected by December 31,2001 (so-called "at-risk" costs) to 
minimize the potential (or write-offs ur\der Generally Accepted . . _.. 
Accounting Principles (GAAP). 

2. If ne«-ssar}t to allow for the recovery of those'tosls" the utilities 
may defer the recovery of employee-related transition costs and 
BRPU costs until aCter Decemb~r 31, 2001, and may recover up to 
$50 nlillron of at-risk costs attributable t6 irrigation district 
exemptions through ~1aich 31, 2002. 

3. To the extent that the costs of renewable programs addressed in 
§ 381 (d) displace the reCovery of these at risk transition costs, such 
at-risk costs may be rccoveted after Dctel'nber 31,2001, but not 
)atcr than March 31, 2002. Similarly, to the extent that the 
Comen isslon-approved restructuring implementation costs 
addressed in § 376 displace the recovery of these at-risk costs, the 

, § 367 costs may be rccoveroo after Decen\ber 31, 2001 until fuBy 
recovered. 

4. The utilities agree to recOVer as much employee-related transition 
costs" BRPU-related transition costs, and irrigation district , 
exemption-related transitiOn costs as is feasible during the rate 
freeze period, provided that such recovery" does not inhibit the 
utilities' abili'ty to recover the at-risk traJ\siti6rf~osts. 
Furlhenltote, the utilities \vlll recover the current costs associated 
with employee-reJated transition costs, BRPU-ielated hanshion 
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costs, and irrigation district exemption-related tr\lnsition costs 
prior to recovering the costs of buy-downs and rcnegotia tions of 
QF (Qntracts and other power purchaS(' agrct'ments (on an 
aggrcsate basis) and prior to accelerating the reco\'cry of nudear 
decommissioning. Costs related to QF buy-outs, buy-downs, and 
restntcturings should be addressed in the aggregate; therefore, in 
the short term, some contract nlodifkationS may increase costs, 
which will be offset by other modifications in the tong teml. 

5. The issues related to the rcasonabletleSS and scope of employee 
transition costs should be deferred to future transition cost 
reasonableness reviews and \··lDUId not be addn.~ed in Phase 2. 

6. CUB agrees to support implementation Of the ISO, Power. 
Exchange, aild direct access by January 1, 1998, and CUE \vill 
continue to maintair'tthat an environmental impact report is not 
n~ry to evaluate major polic)' questions r~oh'ed by AB 1890. 
l\iore specifically, CUB agrees not to contest the Dlarket stmcture 
issues at [<ERe, but nlay advocate before this Commission that 
divestiture is not the sole measure of horizontal market power and 
is not Celtical to achieve implen\entatioI\ o( the cOmpetitive 
generation franlework by Jailuary 1; 1998. 

As we discuss below, we do not adopt this Joint Recommendation. 

Rather than giving this proJ>Osalllgreat weight," as urged by Edison, we consider this 

Joint Recommendation mereJ}t as one proposal among the various other proposals 

presented during Phase 1. Therefore, prior to discussing our findings in this regard, 

we stlJl'mlarize parties# positions and proposals regarding estabJishing the transition 

cost balancing accounts and the type of fleXibility that should be provided to the 

utilities. 

5.2. PG&E's Proposal 

Absent the recommendations of the Joint Rccon'l.mendation, the nlajor 

dispute in this phase is whether certain costs which are incurred before 2001 must be 

recovered as CUfrent costs in the year incurred or whether their collection can be 

deferred until after 2001. PG&E contends that the employee-related transition costs, 

the rellewable program costs, the irrigation district exemption costs, and the 

restnicturing inlplementation (osts related to direct access and estabHshmg the Povicr 

Exchange and ISO are cost categories which are not induded in current rates and thus 
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would not ha\'e OC(urred but fot industry restructuring. Moreovcr, b~ause rt":O\'cry 

of these rosts as incurred will reduce PG&E/s ability to roBed what it characterizes as 

at-risk generation-related rostsl PG&B believes that it is reasonable to apply revenucs 

to these costs after Dt.'Cember 31,2001. PG&B recommends a limited after-the-fact 

reasonab1eness review 6f the utilities' exercise of flexibility in ac~leration. PG&B 

therefore proposes an annual transition cost proceeding which would review the 

rerovery of transition costs during the previous yeat to ,,'erify complianCe with 

Commission-adopted guidelines ~nd would also provide a tOTtun for reas6nablcness 

r~\'ie\v- (or those categories of rosts that must be found reasonable in order to be 

recovered. 

, PG&E recommends that the (ollo\vlng principles should be adheted to: 

1) the utHities should have suffident flexibility to avoid write-offs under GAAPi 2) t~e 

utilities should have sulficient fl~xibility to n\atch ere revenues with costs; 3) utilitt~s 
should have flexibility to accelerate recovery of their generating aSSets to approximate 

market "alue; and 4) the utilitieS should attempt to minimize the ratepayers' costs and 

risks. ' 

PG&E does not recommend an iritensivc review of its efforts to 

depredate generation plants to market value because such a process would requite 

Htigation of market value of the plants on an annual basis. PG&E proposes to prOVide 

information reports to notify the Commission of its changeS in depreciation schedules, 

Which would not be subject to Commission review. 

PG&E reconlmends establishing an overall transition cost balancing 

account mechanism, with three categories of cost accounts, all with several 

subaccountsl and one revenue account: . 

• The Current Costs Account includes the accelerated Diablo Canyon 
revenue requiren'lent, curtent fossil assets revenue requirement, and 
current hydroelectric and geothermal te\'enue requirements. 

• The Accelerated Costs A(Count iridudes the accele~ated portion of the 
above costs, with the addition of accelerated fosSil dffommissioning 
expense and accelerated QF reVcnue requiten\ents. ! t ,. 

\~;t-~ ,4 
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• The Posl-2001 Costs Acrount inc1ud('s those cost cclt('gori~s which n\ay be 

recovcred after 2001. 

PG&B proposes to apply n,onthl}, revenues to current rests firstl except 

that it w~uld not appl)' these revenues to post-20(H employee tr,111sition costs incurred 

currently, and would either apply any remaining revenues to the accelerated Costs 

subacrounts or carry over the remaining balance in the revenue ac(oUnt to the next 

month. To the extent that additional re\'enue remains, PG&E would then choose 

whether to apply these revenues to the post-2DOI account. If PG&E chooses to aHow 

the balance in the eTC revenue account to be carried over, a 9O-day commercial paper 

interest rate would be applied to the balan<ej simiJarty,balancesin the accelctatro 

costs account or the post-2001 (osts account would be carried o\'er to the next month, 

using the same interest rate. 

PG&E believes that it is not necessary (or the Commission to prescribe 

rules for acceterati~n, because the utilities have a strong incentive to rcOOver as much 

of the at-risk costs as possible by Deceulber 31,2001. "Since ratepayer and shareholder 

interests are aligned in this regard, there is no reason for adopting strid rules which 

would mandate re<:o\'ery of certain items over others." (PG&E's Reply Brief, pp. 5-6.) 

PG&E wants to accelerate the recovery of these at~rjsk costs as quickly as 

possible, but stat~ that it intends to do so consistent with both avoiding writooffs of 

regulatory assets under GAAP and redudng its generation assets to their n\arket value 

but not below; i.e., so that at the time of market valuation, book value approximates 

market value. According to PG&E, this means that acceleration priority might have to 

be given to generation plants that are due to be market valued, but possess book 

valu~ in ('xcess of market. But PG&E also states that the result will not be to increase 

ratepayer costs or to prolong the rate freeze. 

PG&E as-.."Crts that adopting a strict requirement that puts re<:over)· of 

regulatory assets last because they eanl10wer returns than generation-related assets 

could result in write-offs. PG&E wotltd then be unable to conclude thal it is' probable 

that its regulatory assets will be full)' recovered. PG&E asserts that such a requirement 
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could depri\'~ the utilities of fair opportunity to fully r('(Over tr"nsition costs because 

its adoption could rcsult in the write-off of rcgulatOl), assets at the outset, which would 

be in conflict with AB 1890. If th(>Sc write-offs occurred for financial ac('Ounting 

purposes, they would not occur (or ratemaking plitp<)SCS. Therefore, PG&R would still 

collect these costs utilizing eTC revenues; hO\\'c\'cr, PG&E states that financial write

of(s would bc significant and cOuld negativcly impact PG&E1s bond ratings and ac«.'SS 

to capital markets~ PG&E believes AB 1890, the Preferred Policy Decision, and the 

Rate Restructuring Settlement (authorized in AB 1890 as an example of a cost recovery 

plan) allow (or this acceleration and flexibility. Because of the fixed recovery period, 

PG&E states that it is expOsed to signifitant financial untertainty in its abillty to 

achieve full recovery. 

The risk of write-off of plant costs. is subjed to different acCounting 

standards and is less likely to occur, according to PG&E. Plant ~osts are subject to 

market valuation and must be divested, spun off, or appraised b}t 2001. At that time, U 

there are any unrecovered uneconomic costs, PG&E asserts that these uneconomic 

costs \",'ould become regulatory assets and therefore subject to the same risks as other 

regulatory aSSets. 

In testimon)' and briefs, EPUC/CAC aS$ertoo that deferring recovery of 

certain current costs is inconsistent with AB 1890 and current ratemaking. According 

to PG&E, no\",' that EPUC/CAC is a signatory to the Joint Recommendation, it now 

recognizes that atypical ratemaking (i.(>., deferral of current costs in favor of 

acceleration of future at-risk costs) is appropriate in limited circumstances where 

specified in the legislation. Consistent with current ratemaking practiCes, PG&E 

intends to reduce ratebase by the amount of deferred taxes, thus reducing the return 

on ratebase and giving ratepayers the time value of money. Howe\'cr, PG&E asserts 

that such rate base reduction would not be appropriate for other regulatory assets, 

such as Post-retirement Benefits Othel4 than Pensions (PBOPs), because these assets 

have already been net present valued in order to reflect the time value of money. 

PG&E agrt."'es that there is a general consensus that the Commission 

should adopt certain guidelines applicable to utility acceleration of transition costs that 
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would serve as a framework for subsequent after·thc-fact rt:'asonablencss re"iews. 

PG&B suggests that the annual Revenue Adjustment Proceeding (RAP) ptOCt'eding 

may be appropriate.' PG&B re<:ommends that the standard (or review should be 

whether the \ttilities exercised reasonable judgment in balancing the conflicting 

guidelines for accelerated recovery, gh·en the information available at the time. PG&E 

disputes TURN tl al.'s co~tcntion that market value of all utility-owned generation· 
, , 

related assets should be detemlinoo administratively and that the utilities should be 

required to a«elerate depreciation 'o~ these assets to a level determined annually b)· 
- '. . 

Commission. PG&E also disputes tURN d al/s, ORA's, and FEA's contention that if 

utilities voluntarily defet ~sts, theyshould not earn interest on thatdeferrat. 

Finally, PC&E requests that the Commission should clarify that it is 

neither possible not nete~ry to allocate transi~ion cost responSibility to each tate 

schedule, tariff option and ron tract because the lire wan will adequately ensure that 
. ~. - . 

there is no cost shifting. This is a (On5efiSUS recommendation by all parties, reached in 

. the Energy Division workshops. 

5.3. Edlsoh's Proposal 

EdisOn propOses that an overall transition cost balanchlg account be 

established with h ... ·o categories of costs and separate subaccounts within each 

category. Category I costs itldude those curtent period Costs that must be paid 

because of contractual obligations and costs which must be collected by December 31, 

2001. Fot example, Edison pr6poses to establish Category I subatcounts \vhich include 

QF transition costs and interutHity contracts transition costs through 2001, as well as 

subaccounts (or those rests which must be colleded by year-end 2001, e.g., s..,n Onofre 

Nuclear Generating Stations (SONGS) 2&3 sunk cost transition costs, Palo Verde 

Nuclear Generating Station sunk cost transition costs, fossil sunk costs transition costs, 

and regulatory asset transltion costs. Category 11 costs include those costs which may 

, The RAP wasdiscu~~ in 0.96-12-071 and D.%.12-088. 
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be colkxtoo after IA"'('CmbN 31, ~OO), and Edison propo~s to (>st.lblish subaC\.--ounls (or 

these cost such aSl QF transition costs incurred pOst~2001, SONGS 2&3 Incren\ental 

Cost In«'nti,'c Pricing (ICIP) transition costs «(or the period January 1, 200i through 

{kxembcr 31,2003), regulatory asset transition costs (post-200t), emp}o}'cc transition 

costs, and restructuring implementation transition costs. 

Under Edison's prop6sal, market ie\'enues and other cn--dits and rosls 

would be recorded on a monthly basis in the appropriate subae<ounl of Category I or 

Category II. Fot costs, Edisot\ proposes to accelerate the rerovery of nuclear and fossil 

sunk (osls over the (our-year period 1997-~OOI. Therefore, Edison proposes that the 

monthly recorded sunk transition Cost reVenue requirement to be recorded in the 

Category I nucleat or fossil cost subaccount will equal the depreciation expenSe based 

on a straight-tine 48-month amortization period, plus taxes and a 7.35%ann\1al return.1I 

All other transition costs would be recorded into the appropriate transition cost 

subaccount as incurred. Edison is not proposing to o.o::eterate the reCovery of these 

costs. Edison further states that these non-sunk transition costs will not earn a return. 

For revenues, Edison proposes that CTC revenueS would first be enteted 

into the Category I revenue subaccount, through the end of the rate freeze period, and 

thereafter into the Category II revenue subacCount. EdisOl\ propoSes that revenues not 

be allocated among the Category I cost subacrounts, but total revenues would be 

available to oifset the o,'etaU balallce of all Category I cost subaccounts sumrnoo 

together. This overall Category I balance would then accrue interest at the 90-da}t 

commercial paper ratc, whether it is over- or under-coHe<:ted. 

To the extent that the credit balance in the Category I revenue subaccount 

exceeds the overall net debit balance (i.e., Category I costs as incurred), Edisoll requcsts 

the flexibilit)' to either lea\'e any portion of that overcoHection in the Category I 

10 In the Preferroo Policy Dt.xisioo" we detennined that assets eligible for transHion cost r('(Overy would 
eam a teduC\."'d rate of retum based on the embOOdC'd rost of debt for the debt component and 9O'}Q of the 
embedded cost (If debt for return on equity. (Preferrro Policy lX\:ision, mimro_ at 123.) Slxtion 367(d) 
affirmed this pro\'isioo_ 
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aC('ount or lr,losfer it to the Category II re\'cnue suba,,""()unt, depending on the O\'cr· or 

undcr·oolleded status of the Category I and II acrounts. Edison bclic\'(.'S that this 

flexibility is neces..~ry in order to apply GAAP principles lor rate regulated (ompanies 

to its financial statements (or both Category I and Category II accounts. Edison 

therefore states that it cannot aU ow the Category I acrount to become too O\'crroUectcd 

at the expense of Category II costs being too underrolleded during the period. 

In its opening brief, Edison explains that while Edison has proposed to 

at'n~r~tize itsgeneration sunk costs on a straight·line basis oVer a 48-month period, 

PG&E has propoSed to recover its gene!ation sUllk costs in two components: a current 

cost C'Oinp<ment based on auth(Jriz~ revenue requirements{including associated taxes 
. . 

and full rate of return) and if additional revenues are available, an accelenited 

component at a reduced rate of return. Edison now states that in order to promote 

consistency among the three utilities, Edison "'ould support PG&E's model. 

Therefore, Edison "'ould create a new Categoiy II subattount to record accelerated 

costs, similar t6 PG&Ets proposal, discussed aoo\'e. All accelerated Ct"lsts are subject to 

a reduced rate of return, as are nudearsunk costs whether further acceleration is 

applied or not. Edison reeormriends that adjustments to sunk cost amortization be 

made MUi.ually and that these adjustments could be reviewed by the Coni.mission in 

connection with the Re\'enue Adjustment Proceeding. Edison agrees with PG&E that 

the annual ere reviews proposed by many parties do not provide an appropriate 

mC\:hanism (or consideration of appropriate adjustments to estimates of fair market 

value. 

Like PG&E, Edison requests flexibility in managing the recovery of 

transition costs to mitigate the inherent risk due to the reduced tinle period for 

rcco\,e!)'. Edison urges the Commission to balance shareholder and ratepayer interests 

appropriately and contends that the proposals made by TURN €I al. and ORA do no1 

fairly balance the interests of shareholders, customers, employees, or potential new 

market entrants. Edison states that the proper interpretation of the statute based on 

the record is that en\ployee-rClated transition costs were intended to be recovered post· 

2001, so as not to dispJace reCovery of generation-related assets. Furthermoret Edison 
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states that GAAP (specifically Financial A«ounting Standards Board (PASS) Statrme'nt 

No. 71) precludes too large a disparity between costs incurred and those accruing in a 

balancing account; i.c., Edison must recovcr incurred costs at some point or write-offs 

will occur. 

In its reply brief and supplemental brief regarding the Joint 

Recommendation, Edison stales that the compromises achieved by the Joint 

Recommendation should be accorded great weight: the consumer representatives 

agreed to Sl1pport the utilitit-s' request for flexibility in the transition cost collection 

prO«'ss; the consumer representatives received the utilities' commitment to recover 

tra'nsition c6sts as expeditiously as feasiblc, including those that may be deferred for 

post-200l.recovery. Employees have received the alle\'iation of risk that rcc(wery of 

employee transition costs would displace tc«wery of other transition cost categories, 

which could result in the utilities' reluctance to offer a package of reasonable employee 

transition assistance. 

Edison disputes TURN el al.'s recomn\endation that tax dcduclibilit}' be 

considered when determining order of acceleration. Edison states that tax 

deductibility has no. bearing on ratcroaking recovery, but is a inaHer of federal and 

state tax laws; i.e' l whether an asset is accelerated or amortized o\'er a longer period fOr 

ratemaking purposes has no bearing on its tax deductibility. Edison also dispute'S 

FEA'$ allegation that lack of appropriate limits on the degree of discretionary 

flexibility On the utilities' balancing account treatment could create a competitive 

advantage for the utilities. EdiSOn also recommends that issues regarding the 10% 

shareholder incentive for restructured QF contracts are not before the Commission in 

this phase of the proceeding. 

Edison agrees with ORA that if regulatory assets are to be accelerated, 

their prepayment must be treated as a rate base offset in order to prevent a windfall to 

the utility, exc"eptthat it must be the net amount (less any taxes due). In addition, 

Edison states thai the rate base credit should also be adjusted regularly to reflect only 

the funds which have been received in advance of the time the}' would have been 

received absent the acceleration. 
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Edison disputes TURN/DGS, ORA's and FEA's contention that if utilities 

voluntarily defer (osts, they should not earn inter~t. Edison slates that if it has to pay 

the costs of employee transition programs, lor example, shareholders would have to 

finance these outlays, thus incurring shorl-term interest costs; accruing interest on any 

unrecovered balances in transition (Ost balancing accounts is therefore a means to 

make shareholders whole for these short~term borrowing costs. In general, the 

matching principle requires that revenues '\'ithinan accounting period be matched to 

the costs incurred to produte those revenueSj ho\\'e\'er, Edison sta~es that regulatory 

ratemaking and accounting can depart from a strict matching process and that 

establishing a balancing aerount mechanism recognizes that any rJ1is"'~tch between 

revcnueS and costs subjeCt to balancing account treatment should not harm or benefit 

either rate}>ayers or utility shareholders. 

5.4. 5DG&E'$ Proposal 
SDG&B proposes to divide its transition cost balancing account into six 

subaccour\ls to track the expenseS and revenues (or each component: foSsil gener",tion; 

nuclear; QF contracts; wholesale purchased power contracts; regulatory comn\itments; 

and .rate reduction bonds. SDG&H agrees that flexibility is necessary to allow the 

utilities to manage their transition cost recovery and to nlinimize the risk of 

non recovery for those assets which must be fully amortized prior to the end of ~()()1. 

SDG&E recommends that if the utilities reCeive a return on their retum~beMing assets 

for a shorter periOd of time than the Legislature intended, this would be itlconsistent 

with AB 1890 and the Preferted Policy Decision, and we should therefore reject the 

ORA and TURN (I al. proposal. SOC&E asserts that AB 1890 and Preferroo Polk}' 

Dtxision grant utilities the discretion t() defer reco,'cry of emplo}'ee-related tr,msition 

costs inclirred prior to January 1,2002 mltil after De<:ember 31,2001. 

SOC&E beJieves that the Joint Recomn\endation is balanced in 

addressing the desire of clistomers t() keep transition (osts as low as possible, while 

prOViding lttiJities with a reasonable opportunity to recovery approved (osts. SDG&E 

agrees withEdison that the standard fot transition (ost recovery is intended to be 
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balanced between ratepayer and shareholder intcr~ls with a fonvard-looking vicw to 

a competitive future. 

SOC&H agrees with PG&E and Edison that the Commission should reje<:t 

the TURN ('/ ai, proposal that no interest be applied to current costs the utilities 

voluntarily choose to defer and agrees that the issue of lax deductibility is neither 

relevant nor material to the issue of asset acceleration. 

6.6. TURN et aJ. 

TURN tI nl. urge the COn'unission to regula te the r('('Overy of transition 

costs such that the interests of ratepayers and shareholders are fairly balanced, in 

accordance with AB 1890, arid that the utilities recover transition costs in"a n\anner 
-

than minimizes total costs recovered from ratepayers. TURN tI al. recommend that the 

CTC reVenues should first be applied to current costs. Then~ to the extent that any 

acceleration is allOWed, tuRN el al. recomnlcnd thatl until such time as plants are 

depredated to their anticipated market Value, allY accelerated CTC recovery should be 

, e applied first to those transition cost assets with a high rale of rctunl and in a manner 

which provides the-greatest tax bencfits.n WRN ct al. state that once plants have been 

depreciated to their lair market values, no lurther depredation is appropriate and that 

this is an essential step in de~eni:\ining that the utilities recover as transition (osts only 

the uneconomiC portion of the net boOk value of the fossil capital investment, as 

required hy§ 367(c). 

TURN ct al. state that AB 1890 does not guarantee transition cost 

recovcl'Yl but affords the utilities an opportunity to rccovery these costs. ~foroo\'erl 

TURN cl al. assert that while 9AAP rules for regulatory assets may be mote stringent 

than for plants, this does not necessarily n:tean that these assets should be accelerated 

n While the rare ofietunlon assets eligibJe lot transition costs is reduced, as provided fOI in the 
Preferroo Potity ~;sion. and § 367(d}, this rate is still higher than the %-day conmletcial paper rate that 
is generaUy applioo to balances remaining in balanCing ae<:ounts. 
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before plants earning a higher rate of return. TURN fl a'. rtXOnullcnd that we review 

the range of circumstanccs surrounding this rerover}'. 

TURN eI al. state that the utilities should be required to follow a 

consistent approach in establishing the transition cost balancing accounts. Annual 

proceedings ate necessary to revien' each utility'S adherence to the Commission

established guidelines for transition cost recovery. Finally, TURN cI al. argue that 

utilities should not be allowed to assess interest on balances they voluntarily choose to 

carry in balancing accounts because they ~re de(err~ng the application of revenues to 

those categories of costs which can be retovered post·~OO1. 

In support of theit proposal., tuRN et al. stress that stranded costs and 

CTC are not interchangeable: while all transition costs may be recovered through eTC 

revenues, not aU 'eTC revenues will bedifectty related to recovery of transition costs; 

rather, some of the etc revenues will rover return and taxes associated with stranded 

costs. This distinction is important., TURN €'I al. allege, because utilities have been 

given a lair opportunity to fully recover stranded costs, but that recovery must be 

consistent with a strategy to keep total eTC paid by custoIners to a n\iniinum. 

TURN et (il. recommend that their proposal should be implemented 

because it is straightforward, and relatively easy to implement, and will serve to 

minimize the total an\ount of erc revenues that will need to be collected in order to 

provide an opportunity lor full stranded asset re(overy, which is consistent with 

§ 330(t). Because TURN's el al. approach reduces the amount that pays for associated 

carrying costs, the CTC revenues that go to stranded asset recovery are maximized, 

allowing stranded asset recovery to be compJeted earlier. TURN €'I al. as...4;('rt that the 

utilities' approach would lead to a higher total amount of ere being collected in order 

to achieve full recovery and result in a longer period of eTC recovery. Furthermore, 

TURN el al. note that AB 1890 is silent 01\ the issue of broad accounting flexibilit)·, but 

specific regarding- the expeditious completion of transition (ost recovery. 

TURN tl al. state that avoiding writeoffs is a legitimate goali however, the 

concept of risk is inherent in § 368(a), which states that "the electrical corporation shall 

be at risk for those uneconomic generation related costs not reco\'ercd during (the rate 
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(re('ze) period." Furthermore, TURN C'I a1. assert th"t there will be ample opportunities 

to consider whether preventive action is warranted and recommend that the utilities 
- ., 

make annual filings that would provide a forum Cor raising conccnlS such as 

regulatory assets write-offs and aC«"leration to below-market values. TURN fl a1. 

agrre that the RAP (ould serve to review, track, and ~mpare costs and revenues and 

therefore can be the forum to identify and, \"here appropriate, address any threat of 

undue asset write-ofCs or below-market acceleration.' 

Gh'en the degree of utility be~efit from voluntary cost deferrals and 

control oVer whcthet such deferrals take place, TURN etal. reCommend that their 

proposal t6 have such deferrals occur without interest is both reasonable and 

corsistent with past Commission decisions. {D.9J.-12-().t4, (nime<>. at pp. 21, 48j 

0.94-12-047, mimeo. at pp.28, 31, 39-40.). 

PG&B asserts that TURN tI al.'s proposal to accelerate recovery of return

bearing assets tirst calmot dectease costs to ratepayers unlE:'Ss it is assumed that PG&E 

is able to recover GTC-eligible costs prior to year-end 20(H. PG&B believes TURN 

et a1.'s proposal would lead to write-offs of regulatory assets and that the potential 

dollar impact of TURN ct Ill. 's proposal is relatively small; PG&E'swimess calculates 

that it is $20 million over the 4-year period, but does not explain how this amount is 

derived . 

Edison and SDG&E dispute TURN's cl al. proposal that in addition to 

requiring costs with a high rate of return to be recovered beCore costs with a lower or 

no rate or return, the Commission should consider tax implications in establishing 

prioritization guideJines for accelerated r«overy of various categories of costs. Edison 

states that the tax criterion is not valid for making acceleration decisions, because tax 

depreciatio)\ schedules would not be changed simply because amortization is 

accelerated (or book or ratemaking purposes. TURN it al. concede that this is true (or 

assets which are subject to tax depreciation schedules. For those assets not subject to 

tax depredation, TURN et al. argue that the -tax implications of accelerated recoVery 

should be considered in establishing an order of priority. Furthermore, TURN el aI, 

recommend that a~celerated recovery of materials and supplies, inventories, and fossil 
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decommissioning costs should be delayed bee.luSt' recovery of thesc costs may not 

provide tax benefits and because these assets may be sold along with the divested units 

during the transition pcdod.n 

TURN eI al. emphasize that statutory interpretatiol\ by this Conlmission 

is essential, recommend that the views 'of single legis1ator or lobbyist ate of little value 

in ascertainhlg legislative intent and remind us that the overriding principle for 
. -

statutory interpretation is that first source fot determining what a statute means is the 

statute itscU. Finally,JURN d al. insist that nothing in the record supports PG&E/s 

claim that IIno party has opined or even suggested that sufficient headroom might exist 

that would aHo\,' PG&E to fully recover the $8 billion to $14 billion in CTCs during the 

four-year transition period" (PG&E/s Briefl p. 16) and that the Commission shOUld 

deem full recovery to be an improbable outcome. The majority of proposals in relatlon . 

to balanCing account issues presumed full stranded asset rC(overy prior to end of rate 

freeze periodi in tact, if fUU recovery is not achieved by that time, concerns about the 

order of re<o\'ery and deferral of costs are less meaningflll. TURN tl al. recommend 

that the common presumption should be that lull recovery is feasible. 

5.6. ORA 

ORA recomn\ends that the utilities should sequence costs to be rcoo\'ercd 

on an accelerated basis so as to n\inimize ratepayer costs and agrees with the 

TURN eI al. proposal. Specifically, ORA recommends that the utilities should pay 

current costs first, including cl\\ployee transition costs and the costs related to 

renewable programs, prior to accelerating the (('(overy of future costs. ORA states that 

it is important to adhere to the matching priti.dple of paying ('urrertt costs out of 

current re\'enues. ORA agrees thc"t theutiHties should acceleratecost recovery of 

categories with high carr)'ing costs first, which will reduce ratepayer interest payments 

to shareholders and create more headrOOIl\ for the I'etovery of transition costs, and 

U The eligibiJiW of these costs for transition cost recovery will be addressed in Phase 2. 
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agrC'{'s with TURN tl al. that this is similar to paying of( crc·dit cards with high intNt'St 

r,lt("S first, then paying of( lower cost loans. 

ORA rcoommcnds that utilities accelerate the transition costs associated 

with fossil plants to but not below estimated market value. HowevCf, ORA states that 

hydroelectric, geothermal and other renewable asSets should be retained by the 

utilities and should not be accelerated, but should be subject to generation PBR 

recovery, as provided for in the Preferred Policy Decision. 

ORA further recommends that the utilities treat regulator); assets such as 

prepaid taxes as of(sets to ratebase, which allows the utilities flexibility, but leaves 

ratepayers neutral regarding the management of transition· costs'. ORA also states that 

utilities should defer acreleration Of non-plant assets, including fuel inventories, 

materials and supplies, and decommissioning costs, until after divestiture, because of a 

high likelihood that the associated assets might be sold during the trans.iti6n Period. 

ORA recommends that the utilities' acceleration of costs should be consistent with 

GAAP and that the pre-payment of certain post-2001 expenses should not be 

permitted. ORA asSerts that costs from QF contracts or Power Purchase Agreements 

should 110t be accelerated. ORA recommends that the utilities should pay employee

related transition costs as incurred and collect after 2001 only those costs incurred after 

2001. ORA agrC'{'s with EPUC that the utilities are not allowed to defer until aftet 2001 

recovery of all costs associated with irrigation district exemptions under § 374. ORA 

urges that AB 1890 be narrowly constnled to prevent eTC extending indefinitely into 

the post-2001 time period to the detriment of ratepayers and customers, but agrees that 

the effect of § 376 is to defer the recovery of certain current restructuring 

implementation costs until after 2001. 

ORA points out that the TURN il al. approach does not restrict utilities' 

flexihilit)· in ternlS of which plants to accelerate; ratherl the aim is to dictate the 

sequence of accelerated r('(overy among categories of costs. ORA does not dispute 

that recovery of regulatory assets may be accelerated in accotdance with GAAP but 
'.< 

points out that write-offs would not occur unless there was a danger o( trar\.Silion costs 

not being collected within the headroom, which would result in write-offs anyway. 
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ThNcfore, ORA agrccs with TURN dill.: If aU eligible transition costs arc not coU('(tcd 

at the cnd of the statutory periods .. then a sequenCing proposal d~ not matter; 

however, if the utilities can 0011('(1 their transition costs during this period, then paying 

off the high carrying cost balances nrst benefits both ratepayers and shareholders. 

~ause there is no rectlrd to suppOrt the assertion that PG&E is unlikely 

to recover all sunk costs during the transition period, as PG&E claims in its opening 

bricE .. ORA rerommends that the Commission should craft n-gulatory policies and 

mechanisms responsive to pOssibilities of both suflicient and insufficient headroom. 

ORA agrees with TURN eI ill. that 'the statutory interpreta'tion must be based on the 

plain language 01 the statute. 

ORA contends that Costs which are voluntarHy deterred should not earn 
" 

interest; ho\ ... ·ever, ORA agrees that costs which are deferred only because of 

inadequate current revenues to cover all turrent costs would be eligible for interest at 

the commercial paper rate only until such time that current re\tenues would allow 

payment of costs. ORA clarifies that it does not endorse the prO-rata approach, but 

instead recommends that earning no interest on voluntarily deferred costs would 

achieve the saine result as matching turrent revenues , .... ith expenses and is a 

compronlise between the more restrictive pro-rata approach and the flexibility sOught' ' 

b}' the utilities with regard to deferrals. 

Finally, ORA believes that consistency among utilities in the balancing 

account stnlcturc will facilitate Commission oversight, but states that the accounts or 

tariffs do not need to be standardized. ' 

5.7. FEA's Recommendations 

FEA recomnlends that transition costs should be recorded in sufficient 

detail to enable the utilities, the Commission, and other parties to track and review 

each category of cost, that the cost categories an~ subaccounts should relate directly to 

AB 1890 and the Preferred PoHey Decision, and that balancing account mechanisms 

and the accounting for eTC revenue should be as uniEonn as possible to facilitate. 

comparative analysis and achieve consistency in the applicability of nonhypassabJe 
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CTC. FEA also st~,tt?s that the ac(Ounting nl\~sl include sufficient detail to (uUm the 

fire wall provisions of AB 1890 and thctefore rewmm('nds that balancing accounts be 

c.;tablished, r"ther than memorandum accounts. 

FEA ad\'O(\ltcs establishing the following guld('lines: 

1. The rcoo\'cry of aocelerated transition rosts should be gtlided by 
the principle of cost miniil'tization. Therefore, FEA agrC('s with 
TURN and ORA that utilities should be required to accelerate 
collection of C\"lsts first which earn (ull rate o( return and which arc 
tax deductible. FEA alSo rewn\mcrtds a rate base offset. 

2. The overall objective o( (reatil\g a fair and competitive market 
should be considered in conjunction with the obj~ti\'e of . 
balancing the interests of shareholders an.d ratepayers. Therefore, 
approprjat~ llmits should be set on the degree of flexibility 
granted to the utilities. . 

3. To the extent such rcrovery is permittc.J, recovery of materials and 
supplies, fuel irWentol)'; and fossil deromn'tissioning costs should 
be deferred (Le., not accelerated) until market valuation occurs, 
because the utilities' recovery of such-items is likely to be resol\'ed 
when n\arket valuation occurs. 

4. Assets should be written down to estin\ated market value, but not 
to zero or below Jllarket value. 

5. Employee transition costs incurred prlor to 2001 should be 
rcco\'eroo as much as pOSSible before 2001, rather than deferring 
such coJlcdion. Deferrals of uncoHectoo employ~ transition costs 
beyond 2001 should not earn interest after 2001. 

6. Because tc<:ovel}' of QF and purchased power costs is pern\iUed 
o\'er the life of the contract, such costs should not be accelerated. 

7. Costs should be recognized in the period benefitted. Because 
shareholders can retain 10% of net ratepayer benefits associated 
with restntctured QF COIl tracts, it would be appropriate to 
coordinate the timing of this cost recogl\ition with the period 
during which ratepayers benefit. 

S. Utilities should 111anage the acceleration of assets to achieve a 
matching of revenues to current «:osts plus the portion of 
noncurrent costs that is acceler'lted, in a manner to avoid major 
under- or over-collections of eTC. . 

9. Utilities should attempt to mil'limize ratepayers' costs and risks. 
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10. Con(ormanre with GAAP is important in determining which erc- ... 

eligible costs to acceJera.te. H9We\'Cr, the previous guidelines may ., 
make write-offs under GAAP inevitabJe; therefore, adherence to 
GAAP should be one ronsid£'ration, but not an o\'crriding 
consider alion. 

FEA recommends an annual cre procct'ding.. with annual and monthly 

reports by the utiJitirs. The annual eTC proceeding should consider the 

reasonableness of previous erC-eligible costs during the prior year and to provide a 

rcview of utilitics' acceleration of erC-eligible costs durihg prcvious year. 

FEA is concerned about how the utilities propose to apply interest to the 

various components of the transition (ost balancing accounts. For example, PG&E 

proposes to credit the eTC Rcvenuc account at the commercial paper rate of interest 

for balances it decides to leave iIi this acrowlt. Simultaneously, PG&E \\'ould accrue an 

interest expense, coniputed at~ significantly higher rate or interest, on its generation 

assets; therefore; PG&E \",'culd by choice leave a balance in the eTC revenue account 

rather than applying that balance to reducing higher interest-bearing transition cost 

balances, which at the same tinte, it ~hooses not to accelerate. FEA recommends that 

this should not be allowed or that revenue balances accrue interest at the rate of return 

applied to nuclear and fossil as..<oets. 

FEA as..~rts that the an\ounts of transition cost <associated with regulatory 

assets are specUlative; the amounts of regu1atory assets eligible (or ere are a 

quantification issue which will be addressed in Phase 2 and may be a disputed factual 

issue. FHA states that the proposed a<ccounting for accelerated reco"ery of blablo 

CanyOl\ sunk costs is inconsistent with PG&B#s accounting of other accelerated 

tr~lnsition costs and shou1d be Iilodificd. PG&E proposes to recotd these costs in the 

current costs eTC account. FHA recommends that the restructuring inlplementation 

costs addressed in § 376 should be recorded on the utilities# books rather than using 

memor.lndum accounts. Ikcause these are incurred costs, this separation should be 

formalized by using separate balancing accounts and/or subaccounts for costs and 

erc revenues associated with each side of the fire waH. 
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FEA d()('$ not support major clements of the Joint Rccon\n\endation, 

although it generally agrees with certain statements. FHA disagrees with the 

rcromn\cndation that the utilities n'ay select the order and degree of recovery of 

individual tr.,nsition cost accounts and subacrounts as nC\."'essary to minimize the 

potential for write-otis which may occur under GAAP. FHA disputes the idea that 

litigation of reasonableness and legitimacy of employee-related transition costs should 

not take place in Phase 2 of these proceedings; rather, Phase 2 should be used to 

establish guidelines for reviewing and assessing the reasonableneSs of these costs and 

whether these rusts should be offset by savings of employee-related costs reflected in 

eXisting rates. 

5.8. CIU et al. 
In testimony and in opening briefs, CIU €I al. recommend that no 

placeholder be held open for "other" transition cost subacrounts and that future 

annual proceedings ".lith time (or presentation of evidence are necessary to cOI\Sider 

reasonableness of costs, an\ount, and eligibility of costs. CIU eI al. suggest workshops 

to design a streamth\ed eTC procedure that will aBo .... ' for full evidentiary hearings. 

CIU tI al. recOn\mend that the utilities should not be granted complete flexibility in 

recovery of eTC, particularly in terms of deferring recovery of costs eligible for post-

20(H recovery. Other tha'n § 376, there is no Jegal requirement for such deferral. In 

reply briefs, CIU tI aT. urge approval of the Joint Recommendation. 

5.9. EPUC/CAC 

In testimony and opening briefs, EPUC/CAC recoinmend that fleXibility 

be permitted for recovery of restructuring inlplen'lentation costs (because § 376 

specifically grants deferred recovery) and (or emplo}'cc-related transition costs 

(because AB 1890 is generally concerned with protecting utility en\ployees and s6 

states in its intentions). However, for all other categories of post-2001 costs, 

HPUC/CAC recommend that costs alld revenues be matched, EPUC/CAC contend 

that the Legis]ature intended to expose the utilities to some risk and "that the 

. __ Commission should therefore require the utilities to recover transition costs and 
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renewable program costs on an ongoing basis throughout the (.lte (rreze period. 

EPUC/CAC state that unlimited flexibility alters the balance of benefits to r,ltepa),crs 

and shareholders intended by pro\'iding a rate freele and the rC<}uir('n\ent that most 

transition cost roo.'wN)' cnd lA"'C('mbec 31, 2001. EPUC/CAC propose that the utilities 

be required to recoyer the annual an,ortization of an eligible transition costs on a pro 

rata basisl including those costs which extend beyond the y('ar 2001; that is, the 

monthly CTC revenues booked to the Transition Cost Balancing Account should be 

assigned to subacrounts based upon the relationship of the particular subaccount to 

the total transition cost balance. 

5.10. CUE 

CUE states unequivocally that reasonable employee transition costs arc 

an obligation of ratepayers and an); ratemaking mechanism that is adopted nlust not 

put the collection of generlition-related transition costs at risk. Accotding 1'0 CUB1 

legislath'e history demands this interpretation. CUE belie\'cs that If employee 

transition costs must compete (or rce()\'ery with the recovery of generation-related 

transition costs, shareholders could ultimately be responsible for these costs. CUE 

asserts that this risk could impact the utilities' willingness to offer reasonable transition 

benefits to their employeesl as intended by the Legislature and the COnlmission. 

Therl'fore, CUE rccomnlcnds that the Joint Recommendation he adopted. 

5.11. Farm Bureau 

The Farm Bureau agrCf'S that an equitable balance must be ni.aintained 

betwccnratepaycr and shareholder iIHer('sts and recommends that well-constructed 

annual tr.1nsition cost proceedings will be nC'C\.~ary to ensure that balance is struck. 

The Farm Bureau also recommends that no additional exemptions to the ere be 

granted, as discus....~d more funy below, and has expressed concerns regarding 

departing load lump-sum payments, which are addressed in the terms and condhions 

discussion. 
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6. Discussion 

6.1. The JOint RecommendatIon Is Not a Settlement and Is 
. Accorded Appropriate Weight 

As a threshold maUer, we reject the proposed Joint Rcrommendation on 

both substan\i\'e and procedural grounds. \\'e discuss the procedural concerns first. 

\Ve are very concerned regarding the all£"gations of TURN it al. and ORA 

that the}' were systematically excluded (rom negotiations and discussions. Although 

thts proposal is not presented as a settlement and is not being reviewed as a settlement, 

excluding active parties frorr'discussions about proposal which are eventuaUy brought 

before this Commission only weakens the recommendation, particularly when such 

proposals are submitted only days before reply briefs are due. Not only docs this 

exclusion impact the ability of objecting parties to reSpOnd appropriately in briefs, it 

has the potential effect of impacting the entire time line of this proceeding. Certainly, 

the moving parties' recommendation , .. ;ould have carried more weight had the 

representatives of small consumers been included in these discussions. 

Rule51(d) states that IItstipulatiOn' means an agreement between some or 

all of the parties to a Commission proceeding 01\ the resolution of any issue of law or 

fact material to the prOC\c--roing." Edison states specifically that the joint 

RecommendatIon does not fit this definition, but instead "represents the consensus of 

its signatories to modify their positions in this prO<:eeding and jointly recommend that 

consensus to the Commission. Because the issue arose ftom diitering interpretations of 

the complex interplay of statutory proVisions in AB 1890, it took approximately six 

weeks of discussions to arrive at this consensus." (Edison's Supplemental Brief, p. 9.) 

\Ve agree that the parties to the Joint Recommendation appear to ha\'e reversed their 

positions on several issues. Such agreements coming in so late in this phase are 

problematic for two reasons. \Vhile the Commission wishes to encourage informal 

negotiations and consensus ainong the parties, it is difficult to evaluate why such a 

change in position has ensued. If such agreements were submitted weU belore opell.ing 

briefs, those briefs could have provide~ more expJanation·and rationi\te. Secondly, as 

we move forward in implementing electric restntcturin~ the schedules for hearings in 
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many i$S\lc areas will nl'«'ssarily be C\.)mpresscd. \\'e fej€X\ this f.let as a rcason to 

exclude activc parties from discllssions intended to arrivc at consensus agr('('ments. 

Certainly, if this joint rcrommendation had been pr('sentoo as a settlement (and not 

n€XCssaril), an aU-party seU1E:mE:nt), it would havc t.uried more weight. U \\'e therefore 

accord the Joint Recommendation appropriate wcight, as it is not a seUlemE:nt, and 

appears to be merel)' a consolidation of certain interpretations of AB 1890. As wc 

move (on\·ard. to implement An 1890, statutory interpretation is not a duty that we can 

relinquish to the parlies, as \\'c discuss below. 

6.2. the Joint Recommendation Addresses Issues 8eyond the Scope of 
This Proceeding 

Furthermore, the Joint Recommendation proposes consensus treatment 

of issues that ate beyond the scope of this prOCeeding. This document was filed in the 

above-captioned transition cost proceedings, not in the electric restructuring 

rulemakirtg. Therefore, even assuming for argument's sake that'\\'c \\;ere persuaded by 
, 

the Joint Recommendation, we would be unable without lurther process to address 

elements of the J6int Recommendation that are outside the scope of the transition cost 

prCXt>edirtg. For eXaii"tple, parties in R.9-t..().l-{l31/1.9-t..().t-OOi'have not had the 

opportunity to respond to or assess the-reasonableness of CUE"s position at FERC or its 

position regarding the divestiture applications. 

In addition, as ORA discusses in its supplemental brief, the acceleration 

of QF renegotiations is being addressed in R.94·~~031/ 1.9-1-<»-032, in which we are 

reviewing various propOsals for streamlining the restructuring and approval prOCC'ss 

for QF contracts. \Ve decline to review portions of the Joint Recommendation that 

address these issues on a pi~nleal basis. 

U As h'e (ound in O.96--()1~11; if settling parties choose not to cl<xonunodate aU affected inferest groups, 
an all-party 5ettleffieot cannot be achieved and our standard of re\'iew isheighlenoo. (0.96-01-011, 
mmlro. at pr. i-l, 266.) 
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6.3. Statutory Interpretation 

"'hUe we are interested in the proponents' interpretation of the statutor)' 

language, it is this COfnmission's duty to implement the statute aeoording to the plain 

meaning of the statute and to look to the legislative htstory where thNe is an'tbiguity, 

according to, established rules of statutory (onstnlction. These fules do not include 

necesSarily accepting the interpretations 01 the parties, despite the fact that certain 

parties were active in the AS 1890 discussions. As we recently stated in 0.97-02-014: 

"\\l1en ronstruingthe purpose and intent Of a statute, the California 
Supreme Court has dearly stated that it is 01 little assistance to conSider 
the molh'es or 'understandings of single individuals, because such views 
may not reflect the viewsQf other Legislators who voted fot the bill. 
(Frc"l.'tiom Newspapers,lnc;v. Orange County Employees Retirement 
System Board (199~) 6 Cal. 4th 821, 831.) This adn\onition is parti,cularly 
apt in this instante, where lobbyists and private proponents of legislation 
are relying upOn. their 6WI\ Views an<l intentions in arguing for a 
particular interpretation of AB 1890." (0.97-02-014, mimeo. at 49.) , 

The only way in which we could find the Joint Rec6n\mendalion 

persuasive is if the Commission's O\vn independent review 01 the statute leads to the 

same conclusion as to what the ~gislatute intended, as TURN if al. point out. 

(Supplementary Brief of TURN if al., p. 3.) Again, we turn to our previous findings in 

D.97-02-014: 

"To determine that intent, we first tum to the language of the statute. 

(Delaney v. Superior Court (1990) 50 Cal. 3d 785, 798.) The United States 

Supreme Court stated this principle as follows: 

"'(I}n interpreting a statute, [one] should always tum to one cardinal rule 
before aU others. \Ve have stated time and again that [one] n\ust presume 
that the legislation says in statute what it means and n\eans in statute 
what it says there.' (Connecticut National Bank \Y. German (1992) 503 
U.S. 249, 253-254; 112A S.Ct. 1146, 1149.) 

"The California Supren\e Court explains this (undan\ental prindple more 
expansivel}': - . 

"'Pursuant to established principles, our first task in construing a statute 
is to ascertain the intent of the Legislature so as to effectuate the purposes 
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of the law. In determining such intent, a (Ourt must look first to the 
words of the statute themselves, giving t6 the language its usual, e 
ord inary import and accOrding significance, if possible, to cvelY word, 
phrase and sentence in pu'tsuah(e of the legislative purp6S~. A 
ronstructioiilnaking some W9rds surplusage is to be avoided.' (Dyna-
med. InC. ". Falr Emplo)7rtent and Housing Commission (1987) 43 Cal. 3d 
1379, 1386-1387,241 Cal. Rph'. 67, 70.)'; (0.97-02-014, mimeo. at 41.) 

We must use these dearly-stated guidelines to implement the newly-
; ~ -' . 

added Public Utilities Code sections relating-to tranSition (Ost recovery. Becausethere 

is no-specific re(~rence 1'0 acc6unting methodology in the statute, we must apply our 

knowledge of (urtentratema-kirig practltes,-(()n\ITIon 5enSea'nd our duty in carrying 

out the publiC interest in looking to tile \\;6rds of the stahlte, giving each word its 

usual, ordinary import. 

Fitst, while AB 1896 provides the utilities with a {air oppOrtunity to fully 

re(overtransition costs, We do not {iitdthal AD 1890 ensureS that transition cost 

recovery is without risk. Therefore, ,':e reject the pr()pOsition that write~of(s must be 

avoided at all costs. Again, we look to the unambiguous wording of the statute. 

section 1(b} ot AB 1890 reads as follows: 

1J(b) ••• It is the.! .inte~t of the Legislature that during a limited transition 
period ending March 31,2002, to prOVide {or all of the following: 

"(1) Accelerated, equitable, nonb)rpassable rerovery Of transition costs 
associated \\'ith uneconomic utility investments and contractual 
obligations. 

"(5) a fire \,/all that protects residential and small business consumers 
from paying (or statewide transition cost policy exemptions required lor 
reasons o{ equity or business development and retention. 

"(6) Protection of the interests of utility employees who might otherwise 
be economically displaced in a_restructured industry.1I 

Section 330 states, in relevant part: 

tiCS) It is pt6per to allow electrical' rorp6rati()I\S an opport\l:niif to .. 
conJinue to recover, over 'a reasonable tra:risitlon period,-thoSe costs arid 
categories of costs lot ge-neration-related -aSsets arid 6bligationsl including __ 
costs associated with any subsequent reneg()tiation or buyout of existing 
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generation-related contracts, that the commission, prior to D.."'('('mhcr 20, 
1995, had authorized (or coUectlon in rates and that may not be 
rcco\'erable in market prices in a competitive gener.lUon market, and 
appropriate additions incurred after Dt."'('('mber 20, 1995 for capital 
additions to gel\crating facilities t:'xisling as of Deccmber 20, 1995 that the 
comn'lission determines arc reasonable and should be recovered, 
providt:'d that the costs are neCessary to nlaintain those facilities through 
December 31,2001. In determining the costs to be recovered, it is 
appropriate to net the negath'c v(11ue of above market assets against the 
positive value of below market assets. 

"(t) The transition to a coinpetitive generation market should be orderly, 
protect electric system teliability, ptovide the investors in these elc<:trical 
corporations with a fair opportunity to fully rcco\;er the costs associated 
with commission approved generation-related assets and obligations and 
be completed as expeditiously as possible. 

"(tI) The transition to expanded customer choice, competith'e markets, 
and performance based ratemaking •.. can produce hardships tor 
employees who have dedicated their ","'orking lives to utility 
employment. It is preferable that ('fI\y necessary reductions in the utility 
work (orce directly caused by electrical restructuring. be accomplished 
through offers of voluntary sevcrancc, retraining. early retircn\cnt, 
outplacement, and related benefits. \Vhether work (orce reductions ate 
voluntary or involuntary; rcasonable costs associated with these sorts of 
benefits should be included in the competition transition charge." 

Finally, Section 368(a) provides, as tollows: 

"The cost rcc()\'ery plan shall set rates for each customer class, rate 
schcdule, contract, or tariff option, at levels equal to the level as shown 
on electric rate schedules as of June 10, 1996, provided that rates (01' 

residential and small commercial (Ustonlers shall be reduced so that 
these custoIi.i.crs shall receive r.lle reductions of no less than 10 pertent 
for 1998 conth'luing through 2002. These rate lcvels (or each customer 
class, rate schedule, (ontract, or tariff option shall rernain in effect until 
the earlier of March 31. ~OO2, Or the date on which the oomn\issiOn
authorized costs for utility generation-related assets and obligations have 
been fully recovered. The electriCal corporatiOI\ shall be al risk (or those 
costs not recovered during that tlIi.\e period. Each- utility shall amortize 
its total uneconomk costs. to the extenl p6ssibl(', such that each year 
during the transitloi\ period its recorded rate of return on the remaining 
uneconomic assets does 1101 exceed its authorized rate of return (ot those 
assets. For purposes of determining the extent to which the costs have 
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been recovered, an}' oYcr-coJleclions recorded in the Energ)' Costs 
Adjustment Clause and Electric Revenue Adjustment MC<'hanism 
balancing accounts, as of I>ccember 31, 1996, shall be credited to the 
rcoovel)' of the costs." (Emphasis added.) 

The only language in A8 1890 that speaks to possible d('ferral of current 

costs is addresSed in Sc<tion 376, which stat(>S: 

uTo the extent that the costs of programs to accommodate the 
implementation of direct access, the PoWer Exchange, and the 
Independent System Operator/that have been funded by an electrical 
,corporation. and have been found by the commission Or the Federal 
Energy Regil1atory Commission to be ieawerable from the utility's 
customers, reduce an electrical COrporation's opportunity to recover its 
utility generation-related plant and regulatol}' assets by the end of the 
year iOOl. the electrical corporation may recoVer unrecovered utilit}' 
generation-related plant and regulatory assets alter Dt.--rember 31, ~OOl, in 
an amount equal to the utility's rust of rommissior'Hlpproved or Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission approved restructuring-related 
implementation ptograrrts ... /' (Emphasis added.) 

No other clause in any other sections reJating to transition rosts sped!)' 

this sort of recovery. Therefore, it is dear that these § 376 costs can be deferred. 

It is particularly important to read § 381 (d) in the context of both § 381 

and the entire statute as a Whole. PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E assert that to the extent 

that generation·ielated transition cost recovery is ilnpactcd by the recovel)' of 

renewable program costs, this "displacedu transition cost reco\'ery Ola}' be deferred 

and recovered in the three-month period which extends the rate freeze, beginning on 

January 1,2002. 

Section 381 addrcsses both the funding of various public. purpose 

progran\s and the collection and recovery of those funds. One purpose of § 3S1(d) is 

to allow no more than $75 o1il1ion to be coHected through the eTC so as to allow the 

funding le\'c} (or renewable programs to equal $540 million, as we have stated in 

0.97-02-014, Ordering Paragraph 2(d): 

", .. Pursuant to PU Code § 381 (d); an additional $75 million shall be 
coUeded by a three-month extension of the competition transition charge 
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beyond its otherwise appJic<lble termination of Dc-rember 31,2001. These 
funds shall be transferred to the CEC pursuant to § 383(a)." 
(D.92-0~-Q14, mimeo. at p. 92.) 

\Ve agree with the utilities that, other than this additional $75 million 

which is to be collected through the ere during the extended 3-month period of the 

rate freeze for purposes of funding the renewables programs, other costs of funding 

these programs and other public purpose programs as addressed in § 381 and D.97-02-

014 arc coUe<:ted through a separate nonbypassable charge. \Ve also agree that the 

costs of funding the renewable programs cannot be deferred. \Vhile the issue of 

deferral of generation-related transition costs and "displaced" recovcI), is not 

addres.<;ed in either §§ 38t(d),367, 6r 368, we must consider the interrelationship of the 

rate (reeze, the (oJlcetion of funding fot the renewable program costs, and hNdtoom. 

As previously discusse<t rates are frozen at the June 10, 19961evcls. 

Funding (or the renewable program costs addressed in § 381 (b) (3) is not provided (or 

within these ratc levels. BeCause-the statute allows the utilities a fair opportunity to 

(ully re(over transition costs, as discussed above, it is reasonable that to the extent the 

(unding of these programs jeopardizes the recovery of gelleration-reJated transition 

costs by December 31, 2001, (i.e., reduces headcoeHll), tho..,c;.e displaced costs may be 

rctovered during the three-month extended pcdod (or CTC collection. However, this 

deferral should only occur to the extent necessary; i.e./ the utilities should make every 

effort to recover all generation-related transition costs before DeCember 31, 2001; In 

addition, any carrying costs associated with funding the renewable program costs 

must be borne by the shareholders and will not be conceted as transition costs. 

In addition to authorizing the $75 million to be allocated to funding 

renewables programs, § 381 allows the 3-month extension of the rate freeze to continue 

to coHeel certain other costs. These funds are then to be rea)Jocated for purposes of 

funding renewablc progran\s, to the extent additional moneys remain after funding 

costs associated with§ 374 (outstanding issues related to implementation of irrigation 
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district cxen\plions) and is.su('s related to Edison's contrdct arr~mgemcnts in the BRPU 

scttl('mcnts, as described in § 381 (c) (4) and § SSI( c)(5), as follows: 

1/(4) Up to fifty n,niton dollars ($50,000,000) of the anlount co)}(xte-c.i 
pursuant to subdi\'lsion (d) fila}' be used to resolvc outstanding issu('S 
related to implementation of subdivision (a) of Section 374. Moneys 
remaining after (ul1y funding the provisions of this paragraph shaH be 
reaHocated (or purposes of paragraph (3).· 

"(5) Up to ninety millIon ($90,000,000) of the amount collected pursuant 
to subdivision (d) may be uSed to resoh'c outstanding is.sues related to 
contractual arrangen\ents in the Southern California Edison service 
territory stemming fcoin the Biennial R€sOUICe Planning Update auction. 
~ioneys remaining after fully funding 'the provisions o( this paragraph 
shall be reallocated for purposes of paragraph (3).11 

Therefore, \ve find that deferral of t~yery of generation-related 

transitioncosts to the three-month period, beginnirtgJamtary 1, 2002 and ending 

March 31,2002, is permitted by § 381(d). The ere is extended (or thr~ months 

beyond its othenvise applicable terminatiot\ date to accomplish the following 

collection purpOseS! 1) $75 million is to becotlected in the eTC in the three-month 

period beginning January I j 2002 and allocated to the funding of renewable programs; 

2) up to $50 million may be collected in the erc in'this three-month period for 
, ' 

purposes of funding outstanding issues related to implementation of § 374i any 

remaining funds of this amount are allocated to rettewablesi 3) up to $90 million may 

be colleCted in the CTC in this three-month period for purpOses of funding outstanding 

issues related to Edison's BRPU settlements; any remaining funds of this amount are 

allocated to renewables. Any other funds collected during the three-month period 

shall be applied to the deterred generation-related transition costs. This approach both 

ensures that the aggregate portion. of the funds allocated to renewable resources equ~Js 

$540 million and ensures that the costs of these programs are collectedl as is reqUired 

by the statute. 

6.4. Shareholder and {latepayer Interests Should Be Aligned 

It is in the interests of both ratepayers and shareholders that the greatest 

amount of rc\'enues be available to collect transition costs. Ratepayers benefit bC<'ause 
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if transition costs are collected as expeditiously as possible, the r.lte freeze may end 

before the end of the mandated transition period. Shareholders benefit because if the 

utilities maximize the amount of available dollars to reco\'er actual transition costs, 

rather than interest and carrying costs, there is a greater chance of full reco\'ery of 

those costs. Even PG&E agrees that "'because it is uncertain how much headrootn will 

be available and whether utilities would be able to recover all of their at risk tmnsition 

costs during the rate freeze, the utilities will of ne<essity accelerate costs in a manner 

that maximizes reeO\'cry and minimizes the risk of write-offs.1I (PG&E1s Reply Brief, 

p.5). PG&E also agrees with TURN d at's conclusion that the accelerated reco\'eryof 

transition costs of assets bearing higher rates of return "would benefit shareholders as 

well [as ratepayers), because if more of the eTC re"enue is applied against str.lnded 

costs themselves rather than towards interest there is less of an opportunity that 

utilities will forgo recovery of some stranded costs and hence less likelihood of an 

adverse reaction by financial markets." (PG&B's Reply Brief, p. 7, quoting 

TURN tI al.'s Opening Brief.) PG&E has stated that "TURN correCtly recognizes that 

IOU and ratepayer interests are aligned; ratepayers want the freeze to end as soon as 

possible and IOUs want to recover all of their at risk costs as soon as possible.1I 

(PG&E's Reply Brief .. p. 5.) In its original proposal in this proceeding.. Edison 

recommends accelerated recovery of transition costs for only those assets earning a 

rate of return. 

Accelerating cost recovery (or the assets earning a rate of return will 

allow ratepayers to benefit in another way. As FEA points out, the tttiHties are 

proposing to apply a relatively low interest rate (the 90-day cOll\mercial paper rate) to 

the re\'enue account, to the extent that the utilities choose to leave a balance remaining 

in these accounts. At the same time, the utilities would be earning a somewhat higher 

rate of return on generation assets 01\ which they similarly chose not to accelerate 

depredation. Therdore, if utilities are allowed to accelerate recovery of costs of assets· 

that do not beat a rate of return before those that do, the utilities will earn the higher 

rate of return, while the ratepayers earn only the commercial paper interest rate 01\ the 
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rc\'('nue account. This is an inequity that is counter to the i.nt(,nlof the statute and 

must be a\'oided. 

6.5. It /s Premature to Assume that Regulatory Assets Are At Risk 

Generally, parties have agreed that, except for employee-related 

tr~nsition costs and restructuring implementation costs, current costs should be 

r('(O\'ered first. PG&E defines curient costs as those costs which ate being recovered in 

today's rates, including depredation on a regular schedule. (IR: 208 .. 209.) In its 

original proposal, Edison defines current costs' to include accelerated depreciation on a 

48-month "mortization schedule, including aSSOCiated taxes and a reduced rate of 

return. PG&E argues that it needs flexibility to determine which assets should be 

depredated more quickly, and that this acceleration cannot be done on a 

predetermined basis. PG&E aSserts that assets should be depredatooto inarkel value, 

but not below. PG&tE recorrunends that rcco\'ery of regulatory a5Sets should be 

accelerated first (that is, the difference betwccn what is scheduled to be included in 

current rates and the total amount of regutatory assets at risk). Therefotel PG&E 

would not at~}erate cost recovery of any of the deptedable assets~o long as it 

believed that the regulatory asSets were at risk. Edison does not take a position on 

regulatory assets, other thall stating that there should not be too great a -disparity 

beh\'ccn Category I cost recovery and Category II cost recovery, which might 

otherwise trigger write-offs under FASB Statement No. 71. 

In the Preferred Policy Dt..~ision, we defined regulatory obligations as: 

lithe transition costs that .•. are related to various deferred costs and 
outstanding balancing accounts balances that the utility has atcnloo 
under cost of Service regulation. In most cases, we have already 
approved recovery of these cOsts, and they are reflected In outstanding 
balances of balancing accounts. Examples of these types of costs include 
deferred oper~ting expenses, deferred taxes, unamortized loss from sale 
of assets, unamortized debt expense, costs aSsociated with issuing or 
reacquiring debt, and nuclear decommissioning expenses. 

II\Ve plan to evaluate spedfic account balances and detern\ih~the 
amounts that will be included as part 01 transition c9sts during the 
impJementatioll phase of this rulemaking.. but these amounts should 
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rdilte only to generation assets affected, by this r~struch\fing." (Preferred 
Policy Oedsion, mimeo. at pp. 133-134.) 

Ifis premature to conclude that \\~rite-offs 6f regu1ator}' assets will be 

required for financial aro:>uitting purposes. Various definitions of regulatory 

obligations have been presented by the utilities and parties in Phase lA of this 

proceeding. \Ve have not yet adopted a definition of regulatory assets for purposes of 

transition cost recovery, but will determine the applicable definition to be used in 

defining regulatory as..~ts in Phase 2 of this proceeding. \Ve note that at least two 

decisions have been issued aftetthe Preferred Polky Decision and shortly before AB 

1890 was signed into law that create additional "regulatory assets.lllt It is not dear at 

this point whether regu1atory assets are properly categorized. In fact, in 0.88-12-094, 

we found that we were not prepared to adopt FASB Statement No. 71 for ratemaking 

purposes. (30 CPUC ~d 506, 520.).u 

\Ve note that in D.9i-l~-015, we ac~pted the following definition in 

terms of PBOP and the appliCability ot FASB Statement No. 106: 

"A regulatory asset is the recOrding of the utiliHes' costs not currently 
recoverable for ratemaking purpose[s). To qualify as it regulatory asset, it 
must be probable that (uture revenue in the amount at least equal to the 
asset will result froIriindusion of that cost in allowable costs 161' 
fatenlaking ptlipOseS and must be based on available evidence that 
future fe\;enUe will be pro\~idcd to pernlit r~overy of the previously 

14 0.96-00-007 was issuC'd on &-pleinbt'r 4, 1996. shorlly before AS 1890 was signed into Jaw. In that 
d(Xision, ,,'e adopted a settlement which provided .. among oUter things, that the \\'eighted-a\'erage rate 
base of prioc YE'ars' re\'cnue requirement to be placed in PG&E's rate base as it regulatory asset wlU be 
lor $ 14.40 rnillion (or 1995. 0.96-06-061 was issued on June 19. 1996. Again, this decision created a 
regulatory asset. "The toss on depreciable proJX'dy will be rcocovcred (rom ratepayers, although not 
through rate bast', but rather through creation of a 'regulatory asset.' ••• This ccroit will be offset by the 
neW $1,571.(X)J 'regulatory as...~t' which \ .. -iIl be amortized owt a 5-ycar period (1996 llm)ugh 2COO). «(n: 
Base rcwnucs in the period from 1977lhrough 2OCO will include an annual $.376,000 allotted to assun.~ 
that the cegulatory asset sd up can be (ully amorlized." (D.96-06-061. mimro. at 10.) 

u We do not n{'\.-es..~.l£ily require that the utilities we regulate adhere 16 particular PASB statements (01' 

rate making purposes. In D.SS-03~72.lhe Commission declined to endorse FASS Statement No. 87, 
(inding that considerations other than consistency with GAAP should be coosideredand that GAAr 
should not ~ detenninali\'e lor r.ltemaking purposes. (27 CPUC 2d 550, 552.) 
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incurroo cost (\\thc( than to provide (or expedoo Ic\'cls of similar futurc .. 
costs." (46 CPUC 2d 499, 536.) .. 

Pursuant to § 367, the Commission must make final determinations of the uneconomic 

costs associated with generation·related regulatory assets and obJigalions. 

The FASB is an authoritath'c body which establishes a common set of 

accounting ron('('pls, standards, procedures, and cOnventions, which arc widely known 

as "Generally Accepted Accounting Principle-sIt or "GAAP" and ate used by most 

enterprises to prepare external financial statements. \Ve note that FASB StatemCl\t 

No. 71 has been n)ooificd by FASB Statement No. 90, FASB Statement No. 92, and most 

recently by FASB Staten\ent No. 121, which amends FASB Statement No. 71, 

parilgraphs 9 and 10, which define probability of recovery. FASB Statement No. 121 

stales that: 

"The tern'l prc.,llllble is used in this Statement consistent with its use in 
FASB Statement 5, Accounting for Contingencies. Statement 5 defines 
probable as an area within a t<lnge of the likelihood that a future event or 
e\;ents will occur. That (<lnge is from probable to remote as follows: 
Prl,l"l(lbk. The future event or events arc likely to occur. 
RC(1sollaMy IJiJssilJlr. The chance of the (uture event or events occurring is 
mote than remote but less than likely. 
Remote-. The chance of the future evcnt or events occurring is slight." 
(FASB Original Pronouncements, Accounting Standards as of June 1, 
1995, Volume 1 FASB Staten\ent of Standards.) 

\Vith this context in n)ind, we find that the recovery of regulatory assets 

is probable, i.e., likely to occur. During the rate freeze, current ratemaking principles 

remain essentially intact, and we have reasonable certainty that costs will be covered. 

Transition cost recovery is now mandated by law and there is no reason to assume that 

the frozen r,lfes will not result in sufficient headroom to fully rCCover transition costs. 

The utilities are already accruing revenues to offset transition costs. For example, the 

Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) and Electric Rate Adjustment l-.fechanism 

(ERAM) o\'crcollcctions (or 1996 are already accounted (or to offset transition costs, 

which have the poh:ntial to increase the amount ot revenues available to prOvide for 

transition cost recovery. Moreovet, pursuan~ to D.96-12-077, the rate freeze began this 
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y~M, which has the e((ect of allowing the utilities to accrue re\,enue prior to the 

beginning of the mandated transitio~l Jl('riod, thus the ('('ovcry period for rc\'cnue 

purposes is f,,'c years rather than (out. M In D.96-1~-OSO, we recognized that under 

normal r,ltemaking practices, PG&Ii"s electric rates would ha\'e been reduced by 

approximateI)' 10% to aocount (or the $720.4 million decrease in its authorized revenue 

requirement. (O:96-12-080, mimeo. at 2.) 

FurthemlOre, § 33O(w) states that electrical cOrpOrations shalt by June 1, 

1997, or earlieI', apply concurrently fot (inancing orders from this Commission and for 

rate reduction bonds (rom the California Infr,lstructure and Economic Development 

Bank. \Vhile particular !ss'ueS a~c;ociatcd with rate reduction bonds and transition cost 

recovery have not yet been addressed, we anticipate that this influx of cash from the 

asset securitization \"iil have a significant impact on transition cost n.x-overy. 

Therdore, actual transition cost recovery will thus depend on the outcome of several 

proceedings .. the Power Exchange prices during the rate freeze and market valuation. 

The total amount of stranded costs related to Diablo Canron will be authorized in a 

pending decision in A.96-03-054. The eligibility and magnitude of certain costs for 

transition cost reCovery ar~ yet to be determined and will be addressed in Phase 2 of 

these proceedings. The proceedings related to the rate reduction bonds have not yet 

begun. The divestiture proct't..'<Iings that will reveal the initial market valuation prices 

for sevcr,ll assets ate just in the beginning stages. 

As TORN t'I al. points out .. there is no reason that \,,'e caIUlot use the 

annual transition cost proceedings and nlonthly reperts to anticipate and prOVide for 

the necessary acceleration of regulatory assets, should it ttfril 'Otlt that \\;ritc-otfs appe~u 

imminent. It is r~asonable to assume that continuing discussions with the Securities 

" As TURI'l cia'. point out, in D.%-l1-().ll~ \\'c adopted a proxy es.Hmate of 39% of (urrenlratesgoing 
towards Iransition u'lSt rC'(o\'ecy. PG&E'stucrent revenueS are approximately $7.5bilIion pe~ )'ear 
(0.95-12-051, App<>ndix C). (h'e( 5 years, aU thitlgs being equal, total revenueS Would equal $.37.5 - . 
billion; 39% of that figure is approximately $14.6 billion, which ext®s PG&E.'s estimates of transition 
costs, whi~h range ftom $SA billion to $14 .. billiOl\ depending 01'1..1 market prite s«-narios ranging from 
3.5 C\:nts per kilowan hour to 1.5 cents per kilowatt hour. (Exhibit 3, p. 7-5.) 
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and Exchange Commission (SEC) and various ac<:ountlng organizations would be 

ncressary lx-forc such regulatory asselsare considered to be at risk. For exanlp!e, 

D.9~-1~-OI5 disCusses the min\lt~ of a mcctillS bcl~\'~n the SEC and the AmC'rican 

InsUtute ofCertificd Public Accountants' (AICPA) Public Utilities ComnlittCl', whleh 

discussed those agencies' view of PBOP a(nuals qualifying as regulatory assets. 

"Bolh .oRA's [the pted~r to ORA] and the utilities' u~dcrstanding of 
what transpired at a meeting between the SEC staff and AICPA 
Como1ittec 'ate based. on incomplete informatiort. However, it is 
apparent that the SEC has not taken a poliCy position or, what criteria -
should be used to determine whether a regulatoryasset should be 
allOWed or \vhat level of assurance needs to be given by the regulatory 
agencies. 

"lVe concur with oRA that Commission poll'}' should notbe driven by 
whether or not utilities can record a regulatory asSet underStatement 71. 
COI\sistel)t with our position that rate recovery should not be governed 
by IRS/ERISA requiren\enls, recovery should riot be g<wemCd by SEC 
policy or by SEC staff requirements or review." (46 CPUC 2d 499; 
521-522.) 

\Vhile PG&E slated that recent filings before the SEC addressed this 

issue, these documents ,,'eie not introduced into evidence. h1oreover, although PG&E 

stated that the overall opinion is that risk and uncertainty prevaiJ, PG&E1s \\'itnesSes 

were not able to state how these conclusions wete deTlvoo. (TR: 184.) Edison, in its 

original proposal in this phase, docs not propose to accelerate the recovery of 

regulatory assets and has provided a portion of its September 30, 1996 Form lO-Q 

subn\iUed to the SEC. In its notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements included in 

that (oTIn, EdisOn concludeS: "Despite the rate freeze, SCE expects to be able to recover 

its revenue rcquirerneI\t based on cost-of-service regulation during the 1998-2001 time 

period." (Exhibit 11, Appendix D, p. D-2.) Ihis conclusion is based on Edison's abiHty 

to fleXibly apply revenue to Category II C()sts, as wen as Category I costs; that is, 

Edison states that it can't allow the Category I <1c<ount to be('ome too (ar o\'ercollected 

at the expense of Category II costs, which could then trigger the write-ofCs. 

In comments to the proposed decisions, ORA has proposed a 

compromise approach which should address the utilities' concems regarding FASB 
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StatCnlcnt No. 71. \Ve will adopt a 4S-rnonth r,Hclble approach to amorlizing specific 

regulatory assets .. which may be at risk (oc write-offbecausc of accounting nll(>s. The 

determination of which cegulatory assets to whtch this amortization will be applied 

will be determined after Phase 2 eligibiHt), criteria are rcsol\·ed. Howe\'er, if the SEC 

requires discontinuance of FASB Statement No. 71 (or finandal accounting purposes, 

generation-related regulatory assets would remain recoverable through transition cost 

re\'enues, to the extent these assets comport with the requirements o( § 367. 

As the rtXQ\'ery of regulatory assets is accelerated, rate base shall be 

reduced by the amount of deferred taxes .. net of any tax that would be curtentl), due as 

a result of coUeding the regulatory asS~t. . 

6.6. The Rate Restructuring Settlement and SectIon 368 

Section 368(h) reters to PG&E's Rate Restructuring Settlement of June 12, 

1996 as "an exan1ple of a plan authorized by this section.'1 According to PG&Ei this 

means that we must accept its proposal (or tra<nsition cost acreletdtionl which is 

consistent with what was filed in this document. In 0.96-12-077, we found that 

because PG& HiS cost rc('(wery plan is substanth'ely different ftom its JUI\e proposal, 

this example makes it deat that the clements listed In § 368 are not intended to be 

exclusive nor exhaustive. Furthermore, we stated in that decision that our approval of 

the cost recovery plans is subject to the follOWing principles: 

"To the extent that any clement of the plans or of this decision is 
inconsistent with § 368 or any other prOVision of AB 1890, the language 
of the statute prevails .•.• 

"The plans vary considerably in their le\'el of detail. Our approval today 
covers only the general framc' ... ·ork for (Ost recOvery outlined in AB 1890 
and the details necessary to launch the program for cost recovery .•.. 
Our approval of the cost r('(o\'ery plans does not dispose of or prejUdge 
our resolution of issues still under consideration in those proceedings; 
our dcdsi01\ on those issues will, of coursc, contornl to Ihe statute.1I 

(D.96-12-077, n\inll'O. at pp. 4-5.) 

Although PG&E's cost recovery plan and Rate Restructuring Settlement 

discussed the accderation of recovery of generation-related regulatory assets, this must 
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be taken in the context of the statute as a whole and conform to the intentions of that 

statutc. As discussed abovc, allowing generation-related regulatory assets to bc 

acreleratcd prior to thosc assets earning a r(lte of return dOcs not align the inter£'Sts of 

shareholders and ratepayers, nor dOC's it conform to the requirement that tr,lnsition 

costs should be recovered as expeditiously as possiblc. 

6.1. Should Employee-Related TrsnsltlCm Costs Receive Special 
Treatment" 
\\'e are persuaded that recovery of employee-related transition costs 

which are currently incurred should be allowed to be de(er~d, in order to mitigate the 

utilities' risk of recovering generation-rC"lated transition Costs. Employees receive 

protection they Jhight olhen\'ise be lacking because such costs as severance packages, 

retraining, early rctiren'tcnt, and outplacement which are (ound to be reasonable are 

now included in the competition transition charge. In addition, § 375 pro\'ides that the 

costs of enlployees pcr(ormingservices in connection with § 363 are included as 

tr('\nsition (osts. Section 363(a) provides, in relevant part, that: 

"In order to ensure the continued safe and reliable operation of public 
utility electric generating facilities, the coJilmission shall require in any 
protecding under Section 851 in\'olving the sale, but not spin-off, of a 
public utility electric generating facility, (or transactiOns initiated prior to 
De(ember 31, ~OOI, and approved by the ron\mission by December 31, 
2002, that the selling utility c(')ntract with the purchaser of the facility for 
the selling utility, an affiliate, or a successor corporation to Oper,lte and 
maintain the facility for at least two years. The con\Jil!ssion Illay requite 
these conditions to be n\et (or transactions initiated Oil ot after January 1, 
2002. The commission shall require the contracts to be reasonable for 
both the seller and the buyer.'1 

It is apparent that the legislature anticipated that certain employee

related transition costs might be incurred prior to December 31,2001. Despite the 

contentions of various parties that the prestlmption was that transition costs would be 

reco'lered Ollly during the post-2001 period, the Legislature did not adopt language 

that prOVided for the deferral of such costs to the extent that these costs reduce the 

utilities' opportunities to recover generation-rdated costs, as it did (or iillplementalion 

costs iIl. § 376. However, bC<'ause of the concerns for employees delineated in the 
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slcltute, we will grc,nt the ulilitit'S the flexibility to defer recovery of these costs. 

Consisfent with AB 1890, utilities may defer rero\'cry of these costs (or later rcro\,('{y 

in the period between March 31,2002 through lA.."'('('mbcr 31,2006. 

6.8. Interaction with Rate Reduction Bonds 

There has not been a full discussion or development of the r('('Ord in 

regard to the interaction of the rate reduction bonds and the transition cost balancing 

account. Parties have expected that issues addressing r(tte reduction bonds will be 

addressed in ''''orkshops and in the applications of the IOUs (or authority to issue these 

bonds, including potential ratepayer benefits and the ratemaking mechanisms to 

prevent costs shifling ~md to accrue benefits." -'Vorkshops were held on ~iarch 20 and 

March 21 on the necessary elements to be iricluded in the financing applications. There 

are certain critical issues tha.t we belie\'e should n~~ri1y be determined prior 10 

January 1,1998, including the treatment of bond proceeds and the correSponding 

tteatn\ent of transition (ost properly. 

section 840(e) provides that: 

IIRate reduction bonds" means bonds, notes, certificates of participation 
or beneficial interest, or other evidences of indebtedness or ownership, 
issued pursuant to an eXc<:uted indenture or other agreement of a 
financial entity, the pr()C('eds of which are used t6 pro\'ide, r<xover, 
finance, or refitlance transition (Osts and to acquire property and that are 
secured or payable from transition property. 

Section 841(e) provides that the Commission has 120 days to prOC(>SS each 

financing application for rate reduction bonds. It is essential that th(> details (or 

tracking the bond proceeds and the interaction of the bonds with transition cost 

property be addressed. in such a way so that the eXpt.~itious processing of the 

11 By ruling issued on March 4, 1997 in R.9-1-O-l-031/J.9-l-O-l-032, At} Careaga convened 
workshops on March 20 and M~rch 21~ which were facilitated by the Energy Division. PG&E, 
EdisOn, and SDG&E responded to the questions posed in that ruling with a joint filing on 
March 14, 1997. 
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financing orders is not dclarro. \\'e plan to convene workshops in the n{'ar future 10 

address thC'Se issuC's. 

6.9. Adopted GuIdelines In Acceleration of Recovery and Application of 
Revenues to Transition Cost Recovery 

Using the fran\cwork outlined abo\'c, we find that the Joint 

Recommendation is flawed in tern\s of substanth'c resolution of the issues addres...<;Cd. 

The Joint Recomm{'ndation accomplishes little beyond attempting to ensure thai 

potential write-D(fs are avoide..i and attempting to interpret the statute. \Ve are not 

persuaded by this interpretation: As we have previously stated, we cannot abrogate 

our duty to implement the law in the public intereSt by allowing the parties to iriterpret 

the law for us. The terms of the Joint Recommendation do not Conform to the statute. 

As discussed above, the statutc specifica.Jly states that transition costs should be 

recovered as expeditiously as possible. 

Only the proposal put (on\'ard by TURN el a1. and endorsed by FEAand 

ORA accomplishes this goal. Moreover, this proposal aligns ratepayer and 

shareholder interests. By requiring that assets with a higher rate of relum be 

amortized prior to assets with a lower rate of return, n\ore revenues become available 

for actuat transition cost recovery. In response to questioning by the ALJ at oral 

argumcllt, PG&B acknowledged that the magnitude of donars that nlust be collected 

which are associated with utility generation assets arc huge compared to doUars that 

might be deferted into the post-2001 period. "The rate of recovery of these dollars is 

such thai you really \vouldn't know how much needs to be deferred until the \'ery end 

of 2001 because the doJlars arc so small relative to the total utility assets. So it does 

become very difficult to give parlies externally or management intemall)' any comfort 

about what's going to h~ppen." (TR: 687.) 

The Legislature recognized that the utilities had incurred certain costs in 

conjunction with their obligations to provide reliable service on a nondiscriminatory 

basis. These transition costs may therefore be recoVered, but onl}' to the extent that 

they are un('(onomie in a competitive market, and furthermore, only to the extent that 

• 
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the net costs of above-market assets {'xcccd the costs of below-market as..~ts. \\'hile 

ralrs Me frozen through lA~mbcr 31, 2001 to colled the majority of these ull('('Onomic 

costs, the ratc freeze is alkw.'ed to extend through f-..farch 31,2002 to collect certain 

transition costs related to exemptions, renewable resource program costs, and BRPU 

settlement costs, with ccrtain additional provisions. Although the rate freeze ends 

unequivocally on March 31, 2002, ~rtain transitiori costs are eligible for reco\'ery after 

this time period. TheSe indu'de employee-related transition costs (which may be 

colleded through DeCember 3t 2006), restructuring implementation costs (which may 

be collected until fully recovered), and contractually-incurred power purchase and QF 

costs in place as of Dt."'Cembet 20, 1995 (which againnlay be Collected until tully 

recovered). To the extent that the uneconomic rosls can be collected prior to the end of 
--

DeCember 31,2001, the rate freeze will end, and presumably rates will drop. In order 

to help ensure recovery of transition costs, the 1996 ECAC and ERAM o\'crcoHections 

were credited to offset transition costs; in D.96-12-o77, we established that the rate 
" 

freeze began on January 1, 1997. Finally, there is no recognition that rcco\'ery of 

transitiOl\ costs is guaranteed; indeed, the utilities are at risk for costs' not r('(O\'ered 

during the rate freeze. 

\Ve will not know the extent to which Costs are uneconomic until market 

va tuatiorl is completed (by the end of 2001, as required by § 367(b». In addiHozl, as 

PG&E points out, the detennination of uneconomic generation assets will depend on 

the role particular units will play in the new generation rnarkct (TR: p. 257). Although 

it may be relatively easy to calculate the stink costs (which will be addressed in Phase 

2), it will be more difficult to determine the porHon of stink costs that beCome 

uneconomic. Presumably, there will be some amount reco\'ered in the Power 

Exchange prices to cOVer some portion of the utilities' fixed costs. \Vhile we Cal\not 

anticipat~ those exact amounts, nor what portion of the economic costs would be 

recovered, it is crucial that we have the ability to track and review this inforn\ation. 

Therefore, we must ensure not only that an adequate balancing account is established, 

,. e so that we can track the rcco\'ery of such costs on an asset-by-asset basis (to ensure that 

we wiJI know when transition costs are fully collected), but also that adequate review 
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is provided to ensure that only the un('('onomic portions of these costs are rcco\'croo as e 
expeditiously as poSsible. IA"'SpHe the utilities' contentions otherwise, we must 

nccessarily rcview the utilities' calculations of the unC('Qnonlic portions of gener,ltion-

related tr,u\Sition costs in order to fulfill our duties under the law; ('.g., see § 367(b). 

\Ve have not addressed the raternaking treatment (or hydroelectric and 
, 

geothermal assets, in terms of eligibility for transition cost (('('overy, the appropriate 

rate of feturn associated with these assets, and the interaction of transition cost 

rcooyer)' and generation performance-based ratcmaking treatment of such assets. \Ve 

shall address such issues in Phase 2 of these proceedings and in the gener.llion PBR 

proceedings. lVe direct the assigned ALJs to coordinate on these issues. 

In order to carry out our statutory obligations, we adopt the following 

guidelines regarding the transition cost balancing account and the order of 

acceleration: 

1. Certain costs which are currently incurred Inay be deferred. Th~se 
include restructuring impleni.~ntation(Osts (as addressed in § 376), 
which nlay be collected until fully recovered, enlployce transition 
costs (as addressed in § 375), which may be recovered through 
December 31, 2006, and generation-relatca transition costs which 
may be displaced by collection of renewable program funding (as 
addressed in § 381 (d», which inust be rcco\'ered by March 31, 200i 
(see discussion below). Other that these exceptions, current costs 
should be recovered as incurred, as required by current 
r"temaking principles and the accounting principle of Illatching 
revenues and expenses. 

2. Current costs are those cost it~ms eligible for transition cost 
recovery that are incurred in the current period. The definition of 
current costs also includes the amortization of depreciable assets 
on a straight-line basis over a 48-month amortization period. In 
addition, certain regulatory assets which may be jeopardized by 
write-offs should be anlortized ratably (Wer a 48-month period. 
The specific rcgulatory assets to which this guideline applies 
should be determined once Phase 2 eligibility criteria is rcsoh·cd. 
The amortization of the hwestment-related assets should include a 
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provision (or associated deferred taxes and the reduced rale of 
rctun, called (or in the Pre'ferrcd Policy Decision." ]n order to 
accommodate on-going tllarket valuations and a«eter"tro 
recovery, the utilities should recalibrate rccovNY Ic\'els for 
remaining months of the schedule, if rtC«'ssary. To the extent that 
rC\'enues do not coycr costs in: a (urrent period, re"enues should 
be 'applied first to costs incurred during that period and then to 
scheduled amort;zaHon, including that of regulatory assets. 

3. To the extent that any additional headroonl rcvenues rcnlain and 
until such time as plants atc depreciated to their anticipated 
market value, any additional revenues should be applied first to 
accelerate the'deprcciation of those lransition cost assets with a 
high rate of return and In a manner whkh provides the greatest 
tax benefits. In this way, accelerated recoVery of transition costs 
will benefit shareholders and ratepayers. 

4. As assets which are currerttly included in tate base arean\ortized, 
rate base should be reduced correspondingly on a donar for dollar 
basis, induding the impact of associated taxes. (TR! p. 267.) This 
will ensure that the ~tilities are in compliance with § ~(a) which 
requires among other things that transition costs be amortized 
such that the iate of return on uneconomic assets does not exceed 
the authorized rate of return. . 

5. As a general guideline for those assets subject to market valuation, 
generati()n-re1a~ed assets should be written down to their 
estimated market value, btlt not below, based on a rdatively bro.ld 
estimate of market value: \Ve wHl be somewhat fleXible in 
applying this guideHne. We t@gnize both PG&E's and Edison's 
concenlS that public disclosure of such estima~es could adversely 
affect the auction process and will address the l\eed for protective 
orders and confidentiality as the need arises. It -is not our intent to 
revisit the market valuation process occurring in other 
proceedings. 

6. It is the duty of the Commission to determine what transition costs 
are reasonable and because such costs cannot be determined to be 
uneconomic or not until we have more information, we reject the 
utiliti('s' request for complete fleXibility in managing their 

II We note th~t D.96-12-O&.' authorizes Edison to aC«'Jerate amortization (or Palo Verde on a 6O-mooth 
period (1997-2001). Each ulility~s tariffs should conform to sp«ifi( depredaHon periods that may ha\'e 
been. adoptM (or the various nuclear (acilities, 
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lr,msition cost rcco\'cry. \Vc rcqllir~ monthly and "\lnual f('porls 
and will institute an a.nn\l~l transition ~Sl pr~ing, separatc 
from the Rev('li,uc Adjustment »roccedmg. In D.96-12·088, w(' 

provided lhat authorized re\'enues would be established in the 
rcspc(th'c I't6«'edings (or vari6us issue areas and would be 
consolidated in the Revenue Adjustment PrOCeeding. In addition, 
to provide furthet clarity to this concept, we will require the 
utilities to revise their pro--iom'a tariffs to indicate that the cost 
accounts and suba«ounts they establish ate not labeled as 
transition cost subaccounts, but are merely the sunk costs accounts 
and$ubactounts .. This Js hnpOTtant because ,,>e wil) establish the 
sunk costs in Phase 2 01 these prOCeedings, but the uneconomic 
portion of these costs (which is the pOrtion eligible for transition 
cost recovery) must be established on an ongoing basis. 

7. To the extent (easible, current costsl including those categories 
which lllay b~ deferred, should be rerovered before December 31, 
2001. Vic expect that the deferred transition costs should be small 
reJ(\tive foJhe traI1c>hion costs inturr&i in)"l QF coiltrac-ts and 
amortizing nuclear assets. Restructuring implementation costs 
and employee-related transition costs n\ay be deferred with 
interest at the usual 9o-day rorrurietcial paper rate. Generation
related transition costs which arc deferred because of funding the 
programs addressed in § 381{d) shall not accrue interest. 

S. To the extent pOSSible, the utilities should manage acceletationof 
assets to achieve a matching of revenues to current costs plus the 
portion of noncurrent costs that is accelerated, in a manner to 
avoid major under· or over-collections of erc. To the extei'lt that 
noncurrent costs ate accelerated, the utilities should rccalibratethe 
remaining months of the reCovery schedule to adjust the . 
depredation schedule through the end of the transitton period. To 
the extent that O\'ct- or under-collections occur, interest will accrue 
at the usual90-day cornmerdal paper rate, with the exception of 
deferred generation-related transition costs displaced because of 
funding the § 381{d) programs. 

These guidelines will allow us to track and review the transition costs 

appropriately during the rate freeze period. Adopting this very pragmatic application 

of the policy {'Stablished in the newly added PU Code sections does not violate the 

bargains addressed in AB 1890, as several parties allege; rather, this implementation 

balances the interests of shareholdersl ratepayers, and employees in a manner that is 

consistent with current r~ltemaking practices as well as AB 1890. 
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\Ve decline to gi\'e the utilities the flexibility they seck in det('rmining the 

appropriate market value for puipO~ of accelerating depredation to anlidpatoo 

market value. However, \\'e acknowledge the utilitieS' cOncerns wilh lengthy, 

protracted hearings and a detailed administrati\'e approach. \Ve wil) therefore 

conVene workshops to consider how t6 apply the guidelines adopted in this d~ision 

and the pOtential for streamlining the annllal transition -(ost prOceedings. 

It is reasonable to require PG&E, Edison, and SDC~E to establish 
- - -

transition cost baiandng acoouitts \vith a Re\;enue Account, C~rtent Costs Acrouilt .. 

A«elerated Costs Account, arid P6s_t-29Q\EligibJe Costs A(c(lUnt~ as altof the-utilities-
. ~ - - - - - --- . . 

now agree. Each utifity should establish appiopriate·subaccounts. Furthermore, all 

parties agree that, to the extent that headrOoill is avaHal;lleJ ~\'enues are appliedfirstto 

the Curr~nt Costs'Ac\:()unl,lvhich'should Include any currently incuiTed cost, 
. . :r·· 

including costs associated withirrigatiori district exemptions and tene\\'able programs. 

Transition costs associated with restructuring implementatkm costs and employee

related transition costs that are incurred currently may be I'~otdcd in the 1>05t-2001 

account. 

PG&E, Edison, and SDG&R should file and sef\'~ pro forma transition 

cost balancing account tarHEs based on these general guidelines and which are in 

compliance with other Commission decisions in this area.1I \Vorkshops will be 

convened in the summer to address' specific issues that may arise in the 

implementation of these tariffs as we work through the Phase 2 issues. We anticipate 

that workshops also will be convened alter the Phase 2 decision is issued to address 

remaining issues aSSOCiated with the balancing account tariffs. 

If For example: EdL~ilshould include language iri its tariffs \\'hlch is inrompli~ withtheSO:-:GS 
decisions (D.96-01-01 t and D.96-O-I-(59) and the Palo Verde docision (0.96-12-083). When we csdopl a 
ralem3king methodology for Diablo Cart>'oo, PCtrE should similarly update its pro-forma tariffs. Tariffs 
should reflect findings adopted in this and any oth~r r('Structuring-related decisiOns; othem'ise, prO
f6m,a tariffs should refl€'Ct the utilities' propOsals in various issu~ areas. _ . 
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6. lb. TrackIng Revenues According to Dlsaggregated Rate Levels 

Parties have agreed that the eTC will be calculated as a residual 

calculation, or the dif(erencc between frozen rates and the sum of aU rate components, 

including the Power Exchange pri((', as discussed above. Undcdhis approach, 

cllstomers with frozen rates might not be-nefit from lower PO\\'cr Exchange pri~ 

through lower rates, but would instead receive a benefit because these lower Power 

Exchange prices would result in increased headroom. \Ve have approvcd this approach 

in 0.96--12-077, in which we explained that the headroom reVenues consist of the 

difference between recovered revenues at the ft6zen ~ate ~~wd~ (including the c(>duc&i 

ratc levels for resid~tltiat and sm<lli comlrierclaf to-;ton\crs) and the reasonable costs of 
-". . 

-

providing utility services. As previously stated, it is essential that tranSitku\ cost 

recovery be tracked accurately, so thai we will know when recovery is complete, and if 

transitkm cost obligations ~lfe cohlpleted before l\ial'ch 31, 200~, the rate freeze ma}1 

end carly.:N During the Energy DiviSion workshops, desCribed more fully beJow, 

participants discussed the requirement in 0.96·12-077 which provides that the interim 

transition cost balancing account include subacrounts for each ratc Schedule, tariff 

option, and contract so thai re\tenuesrnay be tracked at this disaggregated level. The 

purpose of establishing thls lev-el of detail is to track the transition cost contributions of 

the customers o( each rate group so that we will know when these groups ha\'e paid 

their fair share of transition costs, pursuant to § 367(c) (1). 

During the workshop, participants disagreed with the idea of applying 

these very specific SUhflccounts to the final transition cost balancing accounts. The 

utilities asserted that this kind of detailed tracking is not possible, because the cost 

allocation inforrnatton is only disaggregated to the mte group level. The utilities 

contend that obtaining this information w'ould require them to deSign a study, install 

meters to obtain a representative sample of customers' usel and then collect the data 

19 Acturate tracking and review wlU also alJol .. • the Cotrunission to be in '" position to expeditiously 
institute the types of pr<X"CCdinss that might be necessary to insure that rales \\'m change when the rate 
rr('ez~ ends. 
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(or two )'('ars. \Vorkshop parlicipants agreed with the utilities that the CUffe-nt 

application of Eqftal Percentage of l\farginal Cost (EPMC) methodology O()('S not 

allocate costs to this detailed level. 

In addition, short of some differences in ro11ection periods due to 

customers on each side of the firewaJl bearing different exemption costs, participants 

agree that becauSe of the residual calculation of eTC, there can be no pre-deOtennined 

CTC obligation by ('(~s!omcr das.S. \Vorkshop participants assert that as long as thef~ 

arc outstanding transition cost obligations, all customers must share these obligations 

according to their EPMC shareS. All customers pay down the aggregate transition cost 

obligatiol' thrOligh the residual erc recovery in their bills until the aggregate 

transition cost obligation is paid off. At that point, each group on each side of the fire 

wall will continue to pay of( the atcnted exemption amount (or its group, until that 

anlount is recovered, but no later than year-end 2001, with the exception of the 

provision for irrigation district exemptions. Under-this interpretation, no customer 

will satisfy its transition cost obligation sooner than another customer. Parties agreed 

that transition cost tracking should take place at the rate group level. 

This decision adopts a procedure for tracking transition costs and does 

not addreSs allocation, which will be deterinit\ed in the unbundling and rat~setting 

proceeding (A.96-12-009 et al.) \Ve recognize the difficulties associated with tracking 

transition cOst obligations at a level of detail greater than the rate group levell and 

agree that tracking at the rate group level appears to be the most practical alternative. 

\Ve will therefore'expect utilities to track transition cost obligations and payments at 

this level of detail. Section 367(e)(i) requires that transition costs be allocated among 

the various classes of custon\ers, rate schedules, and tariff options to ensure that costs 

are recovered "in substantially the same proportion as similar rosts are recovered as of 

June 10, 1996, through the regular retail rates of the rele\'ant electric utility ... " \Ve are 

satisfied that tracking CTC revenues and transition cost recovery at the rate group 

level, together with the rate u'nbundling process and the implementation of the fire 

e wall memorandum accounts should ensure that the requirements o( § 367(e) (1) are 

met. Rate groups are the fundamental units for which marginal cost revenue 
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responsibility and allocated re"enuc arc determined. As such, r,1te groups arc 

aggregations of retatoo tariff schedules (dcf,"~1t and optional), and disaggregations of 

customer claSS('s. For examplc, the large power customer class consists of sc\'cral ratc 

groups. Issucs related to allocation of transition costs and an}' potential (or certain 

customcrs to payoff transition cost obligations faster than others will bc addressed in 

our unbundling and ratesetting prO<"ee<ling, A.96-12-009 eI al., and we direct the 

utilities to address these issues in crafting and updating CTC tariffs lor direct access 

and fuB service customers once a decisioIl is rendeted in that proceeding.lI 

7. Federal JurJsdlctionallssues and Western Contract 2948·A Arrangements 

PU Code § 369 tcads as (01l0ws: 

"The Commission shall establish an effective mechanisnl that ensures 
recovery of transition costs relerted to in Sections 367, 368, 375, and 376, 
and sllbject to the conditions in Sections 371 to 374, inclusive,frorn aJl 
existing and future consutners in the service territory in which the utility 
provided electricity services as of December 20, 1995; provided, that the 
costs shall not be recoverable for new customer load or incremental load 
of an existing customer where the load is being met through a direct 
transaction and the transaction dOes not othen\'ise require the use of 
tral\smission or distribution facilities owned by the utilit}'. However, the 
obHgation to pay the competition transition charges cannot be a\'oided b}' 
the formation of a local publicly owned electrical corpotation on or after 
December 20, 1995, or by annexation oi any portion of an electrical 
corpor .. ,tion's service area by an existing local publicly owned electric 
utility. 

"This section shall not apply to service taken under tarifls, contracts, or 
rate schedules that are on file, accepted, or approved by the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Comn\issioIl, unless otherwise authorized by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Coirhhission." 

n By ruting issuoo January 31, 19')7 in A.96-12-009 tI 01.. the assigned Al) provided that the ratt'St.'Urng 
implications of the virtual dirC'Ct ao:ess optioo \\'ould be addres..~ in that proceeding. The 10lJowing 
example may help to illustrate the issue involved: Under frozen rates, one customer may consume 
('nergy primarily in off-peak pedods. In these periodslhe PO\"er Exchange peke is low and headroom is 
Jarger, meaning that a Significant portion of this customer's bill would be applioo to CTC rewnues. 
Another customer may consume more energy on p<'ak when the PoWer Exchai'lg~ price is higher. A 
higher Power Exchange price reduCl"S the amount of re\;enues availabte lor the CTC, so that the CTC 
paynlent is only a small pecC\.'ntage of this customer's tolal bill. 
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Thts l<1st sentence has b('('n the subje<t of somc dispute, PG&H discussed what it 

char<1cterizcd as it "common" instance of departing load supply arrangement as that 

where a cllstomer is ablc to take increased deli\'crics of power from the \Vestern Area 

Powcr Administration ("'estern), under a Contract 2948-A arrangel'nen., with the 

exceptions that \\'estem power delivered to Bay Area Rapid Tr~T\slt (BART) pursuant 

to § 701.8 and \Vestenl deliveries to the Unh·ersity of Califomiet( UC) Davis at the 

contractual level in effect on May 31,1996 are exempt fro In eTC, pursuant to PU Code 

§ 374(b) and (c). FEA and SOnoma County object stroilgly to this treatment and state 

that § 369 prohibits the application of etc to federal goveriurtent customers of 

\Vestem without spedfie approval b}' FERC. 

FHA states that these are long-standing electricity supply arrangements and are 

presently and will continue to be in the future exeCuted exclusively pursuant to 

contracts filed with and approved by FERCi that § 369 mandates that erc imposed in 

connection with FERC jurisdictional matters must be aitthorized by FERCj and that 

therefore, PG&E Illay not impose such erc without FERC approval. 

PG&E argues that the last sentence in § 369 is merely a "savingsll clause, which 

recognizes FERC's jurisdiction over wholesale power transactions and transmission 

ser"jC('s, i.e., that transition costs call be collected in the forn\ of a FERC rate only if 

FERC allthorizes the utility to do so. PG&E further asserts that this understanding was 

quite dear and understood b}' the parties participating in the lengthy discllssions and 

negotiations that led to language adopted in AB 1890, including § 369. PG&E argues 

that because spedfie language singles out two particular \Vestem customers, BART 

and UC Davis, in § 374 (b) and (C), there can be no extension of such pariicular 

exemptions to other \Vestem customers. Indeed, if such was the intent, there would 

have been no reason for § 374 to reference BART and UC Davis. Finally, PG&E 

contends that because the FEA and Sonoma County were not involved in the drafting 

process, they have little basis 01\ which to o!fer theit alternative reading of § 369. 

PG&E states that taken to the extreme, FEA's reasoning could lead to the 

conclusion that § 369 would prohibit all transition cost re(o\'cry, since all electric 
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consumers in California will be rCCC'iving tr,lnsmission servin's upon implementation 

of the ISO tariff that will be subject to tariffs, contracts, or rate schedules that arc on 

file, ac«'ptcd, or approved by FERC. 

FEA contends tha.t it is not suggesting that it was the legislature's intent to 

exempt all custonlers switching (rom PG&B service to \Vestem supply service 

provided under Contract 29-t8~A. FHA stat('5 that § 369 is not intended 10 exempt any 

user from the CTC, but that any eTC that is imposed iIl conncdion \vith FERC

jurisdictional matters must be authorized by FERC. FEA asserts that § 374(b) and (c) 

provide BART and UC Davis with absolute exemptions, so that they will not be subject 

to. eTC. Finally, FEA argues that thete is a fundamental difference between the 

implication of taking new services under FERC tariffs after De<ember 20, 1995 and 

taking ~ERC jurisdictional scrvice for as much as 30 years prior to this date. that is, 

FEA rctognizes that a customer whowas taking PG&E service subject to CPUC 
. .-

jurisdiction prior to December 20, 1995, artdthen displaCed that ~rvke with-third· 

party generation which was wheeled to the customer under a FERC-jui-isdictional 

tariff, may certainly be subjectM to eTC under this Commission's jurisdiction. This is 

consistent with § 369. Howevet, FEA contends this Contfuission does not have 

jurisdiction to impose eTC on customers who have been taking ServiCe under a FERC

jurisdictional contract (or sc\'eral years prior to the Preferred Policy Decision, when 

tho$(' customers increase their delivery of \Vestem power, e\len if that increase is after 

the date of the Prderred Policy Decision, since that contract allows customers to 

change the mix of power delivered by PG&E and \Vestern. Finally, FHA states that 

there is no authority that would support the assertion that the ability to interpret 

statutory language requires active involvement in the process of drafting that 

ranguage. 

Sonoma County also (cceh'es its allocation of federal p6\\'er U11.der Contract 

2948-A and subsidiary agreements, which, it alleges, arc part of a complex, integrated 

power supply and transmission arrangement that bencfits\Vestem, Sonoma, and 

PG&E, the benefits of which have been determined both by Federal agencies and in 

court. The contracts for the subsidiary arrangements are also on file with FERC. These 
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contr,lCts all spcdfi(\111y contemplate that PG&E will delivcc incrcascs in \Vestem 

allocations to those relail and wholesale customers of \\'estern without compellS<llion 

(or purportedly dispJacitlg PG&E sales. 

Sinlilar 10 FEA's a rgument, Sonoma County believes its right to this exen\ption 

is distinguishable from the average PG&E retail c~stomer that might in the future 

receive FERC-regulated transmission service for an alternativc source of power supply, 

beCause 5?rtoma County's right to purchase the \Vestern allocation derives from 

federal Jaw. In addition, Sonoma County rontends that Contract 2948-A involves more 

than just transmission service to a potentially infinite group of retail customers; the 

interrelationship of the power supply, support, transmission, and other arrangements 

o( ContraCt 2948-A results in a limitation on \Vestem's ability to ptovide servite to any 

other than a seled group of customers, whose eligibility fot service depends on federal 

law and federal regulation. l>.foroover, the amount of energy and capacity available for 

sale is limited to a coincident customer den'land of 1152l>.UV. > 

Sonom.a County agrees with FEA's aSsessment of the BART and UC Davis 
. 

exemptions and suggests that such language n\ust be interpreted as a direCt· 

reaffirmation of the legislature's intentions in § 701.8, in which BART IS allowed to 

reduce its electricity cost through the purchase and delivery of preference pO\vet and 

§ 374(c) which also references an existing relationship. Sonoma County also disputes 

PG&E's statutory interpretation, stating that trusting IIPG&E's interpretation of the 

language because 'PG&E was there and others were I\ot' sheds Hull' light on how to 

apply the language actually written into the.statute .... " (Sonoma County's Brief, p. 25.). 

Sonoma COltl\ty thereforc requests that we ensure that PG&E include terms and 

conditions in its tariffs which recognize that PG&E will not collect a crc (rom retail 

customers with resped to loads served with an allocation from the \Vestem under 

Contract 2948-A. 

PG&E points out the public policy interest in ensuring the priridpleof 

nonbypassability. The utilities want the ere to be rtonbypassable to reduCe the risk 

. e that they will not be able to recover as much transition costs as poSSible during the rate 

freeze period. Ratepayers (residential, commercial, and industrial) want erc to be 
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nonbypassable to end the mtc fr~zc as soon as possible and to a\'oid shifting of 

transition cost responsibility. fG&E contends that the last sentence of § 369 does not 

extinguish the obligation to pay CTC, but rC<'Ogniz('S that PG&E may use the FERC 

transmission delhpcry tariff Or contract used by the consumer as a mcchanisnl for 

collection of eTC onl}' if FERC authoriz~ it. 

PG&E further contends that the critkal factor is that PG&E is not attempting to 

coHect the ere through a surcharge on service taken under FERC tariffs and would 

not impose eTC on \\'estem (but on the customer) and would not result in 

establishment of eTCs that would be inCluded in Contract 2948·A, and therefore does 

not set FERC rates. According to PG&E, the CTC will be charged under a tartff that 

applies to retail customers that are subject to this Commission's jurisdiction by virtue 

lo'i their partial status as a PG&E relail customer. PG&E further asSerts that it is not a 
party to the sales agreement between \Veslem and its customers and those \Vestem· 

customer agreements are not on file with FERC because \Vcstem is not subject to FERC 
. 

jurisdiction and FERC does not have jurisdiction oVer sales of power at retail. 

The Fann Bureau, CIU el al., and Edison support PG&E's position and state that 

there is no reason to assume that § 369 exempts these \Vestem allocations froIll the 

eTC. The Farm Bureau suggests that AS 1890 does not provide fot an exemption. 

\\·ithin § 369~ but that the remooy ma}' lie in regislathpe relief. 

7. t. Discussion 

\\'e have addressed analogous situations in D.9~ 11-0-11: 

UNo exemption seems ncct'SSary. An important point here is that the 
reduction in load is not permanent, but is part of normal and c()ntinuing 
\'ariation in the (edNa I deliveries and residual PG&E sCfvice .•.. these 
customers do not fall within the definition of departing load, since they 
continue to be PG&E customers under the saitlC arrangements that 
governed their service from rG&H before Dt.~ernber 20,1995, and any 
reductio~s in loa.d that faU within the existing arrangements ate not 
'subsequently served with electricity from a source other than PG&E.' 
This conclUSIon may not apply if the existing arrangen\ents were altered 
in a way that reduced service from PG&E and substihHed service [rom 
another source.#! (D.96.11~()'U, mimeo. afpp. 15--16.) 
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No exemption is necessary in PG&E's tariffs, lX'c'<luse the ddinition (If 

departing load d(l{'s not appl)' to \V('Stem customers who are merely shining their 

allocation of feder,ll preference load and PG&B load in a manner contemplated under 

the existing contr,lCt. \Vhile no exemption is necessary in this instancc, PG&B should 

clarify the tarili language included in its Preliminary Statement to further define 

"departing load" in acrordance with this decision. \Vhile as a matter of public policy, 

we believe that to the extent possible transitioll cost responsibility should be subject to 

as few exemptions as possible" FEA and Sonoma have raised important jurisdictional 

concerns. Under the scenarios desCribed" \Vestern cllstomers are exenlpt (rom erc. 
According to a plain reading of § 369, FERC must authorize a eTc mechanism as it 

applies to service taken under contracts, tariffs, or rate schedules that are on file, 

accepted" or approved by FERC. Therefore, this Comn,ission cannot authorize a CTC 

(or this service. Ho\, .. ever, a customer outside of these specific federal preference 

power contractual agreements orothet similar agreements covered by § 369, who was 

taking PG&B service subject to CPUC jurisdiction prior to December 20, 1995 and then 

displaced that PG&E service with third-party generation, which is wheeled to that 

customer under a FERC-jurisdictional tariff, will be subject to CTC. In addition, to the 

extent that a erc is imposed by FERC, we intend to develop a process to adequately 

account (or these funds to offset transition cost rccovery and to make any necessary 

adjustments to the firewall memorandum accounts. 

In comments to the proposed decisions, PG&E requests that we clarify 

the standards for applying the provisions of § 369, including how CTC should be 

applied to, for exanlple, new \Vestem customers, existing customers at new sites, 

customers that resell \Vesten\ power, n\Hilary base closures, departing customers, 

\Vestern customers that buy fron't someone else, and customers served under other 

FERC-jurisdictional (Ontr,lcts. \Ve do not intend to provide a definitive list of which 

contracts are or are not subject to the provisions of § 369. \Ve expect that parties 

sh()~ld be able to apply the provisions of the law. To the extent that there aie disputes 

that cannot be resolved through the dispute resolution process discussed hereil\, 

parties have the opportunity to file complaints or the Motion for Evaluation of 
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Departing load Statement, dC'Scribc<i bdow. Specific comments on this issue ha.ve 

been filed by the City and County of s..,n Francisco. Pursuant to Rule 77.4, ,,'c will not 

address new factual assertions brought before us at this time. Th('Se facts, as noted by 

the City and County o{ San Francisco, arc not part of the record and th~ issues arc 

not before us as part of this proceeding. 

\\'e lake this opportunity to further clarify that interpretational 

arguments amounting to:'I\\'e werc there and therefore, only we know the 

Legis1ature's intent" will not be accepted. l1\e Legislature could certainly have drafted 

the language included in § 369 to ensure that limited purposes and special 

considerations would be accommodated. Obviously, the legislature did not do so. 

8. Stipulations and Tariff Issues Related to terms and Conditions 

Parties -requested time at the first day of evidentiary hearings to hold an 

informal workshop to address various tariil issues which they felt could lead to certain 

stipulations. In addition, scveraltarifC issues were resoh'cd at ,vorkshops con\'enoo b}' 

the EJ\erg}~ Division, and where issues were not resolved, substantial progress was 

made in narrowhlg the focus of the contentious issuC'S. These tariff workshops ate very 

valuable in our efforts to implement the complex world of electric restructuring. \Ve 

congratulate the Energy Division and the participants on thf:it sucCessful resolution of 

issues and wm hold other such workshops in the ncar future. Such settings are 

preferable to protracted hearings and more effective at allowing parties to discuss and 

resolve differences. We adopt the stipUlations and consensus recommendations 

supported by all parties. \Ve expand the application of certain recommendations so 

that additional information is provided to consumers, as we discllss below. As we 

move fonvard in implementing the new competiti\'e generi,tion framework, it is 

crucial that consumers ha\'e easily accessible and understandable information available 

to them, so that each customer can make infoffiloo choices. 

8.1. Stipulation Regarding Market Rate Forecasts 

As discussed abov~,- primarily bC<'ause of the rate freeze, CTC wilt be 

determined on a residual basis. This is tme (or bundled customers, direct access 
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customers, and departing customers. This concept will be more (ull)' de"eloped in the 

unbundling proceedings. TIlctefore, parlies have agreed that 2.4 cents per kilowatt 

hour should be used to apptoximate the market dearing prite for the limited purpose 

of devCloping an estimate of the total transition cost level which is applicable for 1998. 

This number Il.'\ay be important (or developing the rate reduction bond applications, 

which are also addres..~ in AB 1890. 

8.2. Eilergy Divis/on Workshops 

The maj6r iSsues regarding the tetins and conditions of exemptions and 

departing load \ ... ·ere either agreed to at the informal workshop or in Energy Division 

workshops. Parties general1y agree that auniform approach is preferable (or all three 

utilities. Se\;eral issues \,'ere stipulated to at hearings and more detailed agteements 

wete discussed at the worksh6ps, inclt'tdingthe (ollowing agreen'\ents: i) to the extent 

possible, the hilled eTC will be based on metered ronsttin-ptionl and ~) 011e of the 

options (or determining the load of d~partiJ\g cuslomcrsn,\ay include reliance upon 

, e third-party -metering, so long as a verification of that meter reading is provided, and 

that each party shall bear its own costs for any 'verification process of those meter 

readings. 

section 369 provides that the CTC is applicable to an eXisting and (utllre 

customers. \\,ithin this br6.1d applicability (or erc there arc thtre general categories 

of customers: 1) continuing utility full serviCe customers; 2) cust6mers that continue 

utility delivclY services but obtain all or part of their energy (rom a provider other 

thall the jurisdictional utility (direct access customer); and 3) customers that obtain all 

or part of their cnergy and delivery servi<X's (rom a provider other than the 

jurisdictional utility (departing load customer). PG&E, Edison, Mld SDG&E have 

indicated that tariffs identifying the CTC calculation (or full service customers and 

direct access customers \,'ould be filed in the unbundling and direct access 

proceedings. 
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8.2.1. BIlling DetermInants, Metering, and Rate Bas's 

Parties reached agreement on a departing load customer's abilit}, 

to provide information irom ihird-party metering to the utility as a basis for 

adjustments to ctc payment·calcu1ations. Participants discussed this stipulation and 

reached further agreement on metering and rate basis (i.e., the rate schedule to be \15&1 

to calculate the CTC for ~eparting customers) issues and hOlY tariff language should 

reflect these agreements. First, parties discussed the \'arious utility-propOsed defaults 

lot applying billing detem\ina~ts to calculate a customer's erc; (or example, whether 

to use an historical averageor current metered data. SDG&E endorses using current 

metering information v;henavailable. PG&E prefers to use historical o\'er current 

infomlation, and Edison prefers current inlom\ation but \"ould settle (or using 

historical metering in(otmation. In the workshop, all parties agreed that it would be 

inappropriate (or a utility to require current rnefered information and that the optimal 

approach is to let the customer select the billing determinant. \Ve agree with 

partiCipants and will approve the updated modifications to utility tariffs which I'efle<:t 

this understanding (included as Attachments 7 and 8 to the Energy Division's 

workshop repart). 

Participants also agreed that customers could change the rate basis 

used in tht:-ir eTC calculation by providing current metered infomlation to 

demonstrate that, if they were still taking utility serviCe, they would be under a 

different rate schedule. \Ve agree that this is reasonable. Although customers are 

under a rate freeze, they are not prohibited (rom moving from one frozen rate schedule 

to another. Since this. option is available to (ull service (llstofllers, it shOUld also be 

available to direct access and deparHng load customers. \Ve therefore direct the 

utilities to include this option in direct access tariffs and full scn'lce tariffs, to the extent 

ne<:essary, with the understanding that this particular language may be subject to 

adjustment based on findings in the direct access and unbundling proceedings. 

Another metering issue dlscussed in the w6rkshop was specific 

tariff language indicating that metering would be used for these purposes only if invas 

reliable. Non-utility parties beJie\'ed the utilities' proposed language relinquished the 
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determination of reliability to the utilities. Participants agrcro on language indk,lting 

that metering would be deemed reliable pursuant to standards in t.uifl Rule 17 (for 

PG&B and Edison; Rute 18 (or SDG&E), or other standards that we might c\'entually 

adopt. For now, we find that it is reasonable to determine metering reliability for CTC 

purposes based on Rille 17 standards for PG&E and Edison and on Rule 18 standards 

for SDG&E. Howe\'cr, we note that there is some confusion regarding whether this 

standard \vould be the same for direct access and full service customers. In PG&E's 

revised tariffs this language is included only in the section addressing CTC for 

departing load customers. In contrast, Edison's tadffs include this language in the 

section of the tariffs appJicabl~ to all customers. To the extent that it customer could·· 

receive a eTC-related benefit by utl1izing third-party metering,lt is equitable to 

provide the same metering options aU customers. Therefore we agree with Edison's 

inclusion of this language in the section of tarif(s appliCable to all customers. PG&E 

and SDG&E shaH incorporate this prov.siori in their tariffs, again, with the 

understanding that this particular language may be subject to adjushnent based. on 

findings in the direct acCess and unbundling proceedings, such as, the establishment of 

specific metering standards. 

8.3. Applicability of etc 
As discussed abOve, § 369 provides that ere is applicable to all eXisting 

and future customers. Whilelhe tariffs filed in this docket have focused on departing 

load customers, each utility took a ditlerent approach to the design of these tariffs. 

PG&E and Edison filed the Triost detailed departing load tarilfs. For example, Edison's 

tarilf begins with a statement of the purpose of the erc and then of the broad 

applicability of erc. Following this is a section regarding erc calculation, \\'hich 

provides the methodology (or calCulating the ere for various kinds of customers, 

iI\cluding those customers provided partiCular terms or treatment by assorted code 

sections. This section is where Edison details exemptions. Following this is a Sc<tion 

detailing the ere terms and conditions spedfic to departing loadcustorners. This 

includes language regarding the obligation to provide notice, sign an agreement topay 
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eTC, and be subjfXt to potentia) penalti('s and associated cur"U\,c measur('S untque to 

eTC (or departing load customers. 

PG&H used a (Bfferent approach which can best be undC'fstood by 

comparison with the Edison approttch. PG&E's entire tariff applies only to departing 

load customers. BeCause the PG&E tariff does not contain ~ section of generalized eTC 

language useful tor aU customers, PG&B would presumably have to repeat much of 

the language in its departing load tariffs in tariffs (or direct accesS and full service 

customers. OIle other notable difference bet\\'een the PG&E and Edison tariffs is that 

Edison/s language regarding special treatment of particular customers (as may be 

required by various rode sections) is more detailed and provides important 

explanations of the PU Code. In contrast, the PG&B tariffs slIIl\inarize the PU Code 

exemptions in hvo or three sentences and cite the PU COOl'. Presumably, a customer 

needing mote infonnation would be required to seek clore detail in the PU Code. 

SDG&B provided representative tariUs that it ptopoSed to add to its 

tariffs (or each rate schedule. These provide a description of eTC and a summary of 

exemptio~ that is more detailed than that provided by PG&E and less detailed than 

that provided by Edison. SDG&E"s I~ck of notice provisions" penalties and curative 

measures and other language sped fie to departing load customers reflects SDG&E/s 

prOpOsal that unique tern\s are not necessary (or departing load (Ustonlers because it 

contends that existing tariff prOVisions (or nonpayment of bills are adequate. 

A primary consideration in evaluating tariff format issues is determining 

which (ormat is likely to enhance the usefulness of the tariffs (or customers. Customers 

cannot generally dedicate extensh'e lime and effort to evaluating tariffs, so it is 

reasonable to attempt to ensure that the tariffs are as customer-friendly as possible. 

This is likely to be particularly important in the (uture, as competitive options become 

a realit)' and as customers take a greater interest in comparlI\g service options. Tarilis 

should be designed so that the customer can easily understand the costs and 

implications of choosing various available service options. Another benefit of having 
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all eTC (i\fiffs in one place is that it eliminates the need (or exteosh'e (foss-referencing 

to understand the implications of choosing various service options.» Providing eTC 

tariffs (or full service, dired a('('('ss, and departing load customers in the same are., of 

the tarins will he1p the customer assess the wa}' its ctc calculation and terms might 

change under the various service alternatives. It is ptudent to put this langllage and all 

generalized eTC language in a general tariff se<:tion applying to ere (or all customers, 

foHowed b}' more specific language"delineating particular requirements for full service 

customers, departing load customers, and direct access customers. Edison's tarj(fs arc 

it useful model and begin with languag~ neceSsary fot all (ustoiners. . 

Therefore, we dired PG&E and SDG&E to revise their tenns and 

conditions tariffs according to Edison's mOdel and the requirements outlined in this 

dedsi(ln.; i.e., the tariff (OrfllalS should include an generalized ere tariff language in 

one ere tariff having broad applicability and be {9110wOO with the tariffs specific to 

departing load customers, utility service and direct access (ustomers.V PG&E and 

SDG&E should also reflect the language in Edison's tariff se<:tion titled "eTC 

calculation." To the extent that PC&B and SDG&E must modify Edison's language to 

reflect utility.:spedfic exemptions or modifications, such modificatiOns should reflect 

the detail and approach used by Edison. \Ve also note that Edison's definition of 

departing load is not Included in the departing load tariffs, but in its Rule 1 definitions. 

In addition to adhering to the General Order 96-A requirements, PG&E, Edison, and 

SDG&E should alsO provide this definition at the beginning of its departing load 

section. In revising or developing tariffs as ordered here, utilities should abide b}' the 

U lA--sign Of ere tariffs will be an important consideratiOn in this cust6inN analysis. For example. a 
customer considering an alternatlvc energy provider is likely to know its current energy rale is }x"C3Us.c 

this is providoo In the hill. The cusfomer \""ould also presumably have an idea Of the cost of em~'rs)' (rom 
an aJfemath-e pro\'ider tx,(,3use this knowlroge is likely to be what causes the rustom~J to consider the 
altemative provider. Whal the cusfomer n~s to understand is the way its ere chargc and associatccl 
l~m1S nlight change if it utilized the alternative cnetg)' pro\ider. 

U We understand that utilities planned lo me ere tariffs lor utility ~n-jcc and dirEXt access customers 
in the unbundling and dirEXt atcess proceedings_ TheSe tariffs should also be Wed in this dOcht. 
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following principles: 1) Utilities should ,,·ork together to achicve the highcsi dC'grce of 

unifom"lUy practicable; 2) \VheJ\ tariff language is based on a utility propo~'ll that has 

yet to be approved in the direct access or unbundling proceedings, the tariffs should 

reflect the utility proposals and this should be clearly stated. The (ull service and 

direct access cr~ tariffs may require later modification to reflect decisions adopted in 

othcr proceedings. These modifications may be handled by augmented ad"kc letter 

procedur('$, as we discuss below, or be addressed in a workshop. Additional guidance 

will be p'ro\'ided by ruling. 

8.4. ExemptIons ftom eTC 
PU Code §§ 372 .. 374 address exen\ptions from transition cost 

rccovery for specifiC customers, customers' end-uscs,or customer classes. 

SOme parties believed that two types of exemptions were not adequately 

addressed iIl the pro-forma tariffs. On December 3, 1996, parties reached a stipulation 

. regarding lltility reflection of the PU Corle § 372 exemption (or onsite and over-the

fence generation committed to altef December 20, 1995. During the ternlS and 

conditions workshop process, utilitiesupdated their tariffs with language that 

acceptably rdleds these exenlptions. Essentially, this language bettetdarifies that: 1) 

the §372 (c)(l) exemptiori provided for sc1f-genetation units is (or units whose 

construction had not commenced before December 20, 1995, as opposed to units whose 

construction had begun before this date, lot whkhothei exemptions apply, and 2) the 

exemption provided in § 372 (c)(2) applies only to over-the-Cence arrangements 

between unaffiliated parties, rather than affiliated parties, for whom exemptions are 

provided in § 372 (a)(lV' \Ve agree with these recomrnendations and clarifications to 

the tariffs, because they are consistent with the law. 

2t Sc<tion 372( c) provides, in relevant parti that "{i}he ComriuSsionshall authorize, within 60 
days of the t~ipt of a joint application Irorn the service utility and one or ,note interested 
parties, applicability conditions as follows: . 
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8.5. Fire Wall and Exemptions 

Section 330(\') establishes a Cite wall as follows: 

"Charges associated with the transition should be colle<:ted o\'('r a 
specific period of tin\e on a nonbypassablc basis and in a manner that 
docs not result in an increase in rates to customers of electrical 
corporations. In otder to insulate the policy of nonbypassability against 
incursions, if excmptioJ\S from the cornpeHtiol\ transition charge are 
grantedl a fire waU shall be created that segregates recovery of the cost of 
exemptions as follo\\'s: 

"(I) The cost of the (oinpetittoI\ transition charge exemptions granted to 
members of the combined class of residential and small cOn\illeicial 
customers shall be reroveted only from those customers . 

. U(2) The cost of the (Ompetition transition charge exenlptions granted to 
menlbcrs of the combined class of customers other than residential and 
small commercial customers shaH be reCovered only fron\ those 
cllstomers. Th~ coMmission shall retain existing cost allocation authority 
provided that the lite wa))and rate freeze principles arc not violated.1I 

(Sec also PU Code § 367 (e)(l).) 

Therefore, the exemptionS delineated above necessitate the establishment 

of the fire wall to ensure that no cost-shilting occurs and may lead to Ii 3-month ' 

extensiOl~ of the col1ection period (or the recovery 6( certain, spedfic exempted costs 

(w~\ the appropriate side of the fire wall. The fire wall is thus established to address 

re\'enue shorlf,lUs due to cxemptions.zs 

Sed ion 367(a)(5) pr<)\'ides that to the extent that eTC-eligible costs are 

not I'c<overoo prior to December ~l, 20011 due to revenue losS (rom irrigation district 

"(1) the costs identified in Stxtions 3671 368, 375, and 376 shall notl prior to June 30, 
2000, appl}' to load ser\'ro onsite by a nonmobile self-generation or cogeneration facility that 
bccan\e operational on or after December 20, 1995. 

"(2) The costs identified in Sections 3671 368,375, and 376 shaH not, prior t6 June 30, 
2000, apply to load ser\'ro under over the fence arrangen\cnts entered into after [)coccrnber 20, 
1995, bctwc-('n unaffiliated entitit'S." 

~ Pursuant to § 374(b). the lite ,\'aU does not elp})l), to BART exe~nplions. ere costs due to exemptions 
(ot BART will be paid lor b}' an remaining PG&Ecustom('rs. 
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exempUons only, thcuUHties arc a!lowed to extend its collection period (and thcrc(or~, 

the r"te fr~ze period) to ~tarch ~l, 2002:'provided that; subject to the fir(' wall 

. restrictions, only $50 million of this category of costs are eligible for rC('()\,NY. 

Thercfof(', the CTC amounts that '\'ould otherwise have been paid by 

exempt customers Ollist be tracked according to the type of exemption and by class 

(i.e., large \'s. Snlan in complianCe with the fire wall). 'H,cmemOrMtdunl accounts and 

methodology that have been proposed by PGtrE and Edison in Exhibits 7 and 10, -. 

respectively, arc acceptable for tracking these exen'ptionS. SDG&E should include 

similar language in its tariffs to implement this requirement. 

B.6. Issues Regarding Exemptions 
In its Phase lA opening brief,.MID disputes PG&E's intention to collect a 

payment for public benefits pr6grams from departing customers ,\·lto begin taking 

exempted load horn an irrigation district. l\UD believes that if PG&E is allowed to 

implcinent this pradicc1 those custon\ers will be paying twire lor the same public 

benefits ptogran\s. Because the allocation and col1ection of 11uc1ear decon'u'nissioning 

charges and public purpose benefits charges arc not being considered in this 

proceeding, ~ilD should raise this issue it\ the unbundling and ratesctting proceeding, 

as directed by ALJ ruling tssucd on January 31, 1997. 

PG&E states that inlputed 1'051-2001 lump-sum amounts must be 

determined by December 31,2001 for exempt non-irrigation district loads during the 

period !ron\ January I, 200i to March 31,2002. PG&E further states that irrigation 

district customers will retain responsibility for making their own post-2001 erc 
payments. 

MID believes that a plain reading of § 374 and the sunset provision stated 

in § 374(a}(4) is that after March 31,2002, a departing Cllston'ler would not be exempted 

(rom transition costs; i.e., if MID has notutilizcd its 75 M\V of load (or which the 

exemption was provided by the sunset date, an)' remaining portion is 1\0 longer 

available as exempt load. 
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PG&E, on the other hand, states that the statutory language 01(".'05 that 

the exemptions of costs Identified in §§ 367, 368,375, and 376 expires as of ~1arch 31, 

2002. Therefore, any irrigation district .;ustomers are no longer exempt from transition 

costs and must begin J1\aking their own: payments for transition costs remaining to be 
. -

, collected after March 31,1002. This will include en\p)oyee-related transition costs 

(§ 375), restructuring implementation costs to the extent not recovered (rom any other 

source (§ 376), and transition costs related to power purchase agreements, which 

extend over the life of the contract. ~ 

\Ve agree with PG&E. A plain reading of the statutory language does not 

indicate that any of the 75 M\V are no longer aVailable as exemptions, but that, in fact, 

these cllstomers are no longer exempt from any transition costs accruing in the period 

after ~farch 31, 2002.' \VhiJe PG&Ehaste(etented ~fercedJs position with a discussion 

of the understanding of the parties during the drafting of AB 1890, such a discussion is 

irrelevant (or these purposes. Again, we reiterate that at this point, the intentions and 

understanding of the parties in drafting the legislation does not matter; it is the 

language of the statute that is relevant. Furthermore, MID is incorrect in assuming that 

PG&E may seek to tccover the $50 rnillion from exenlpt clistomets; rather, the utilities 

may recover a maximUIl\ of $50 n\illion in exempt costs from all other latge customers 

during the January 1,2002 through ~farch 31,2002 time perio<t a periOd during which 

the irrigation district customers are still exempt (tonl these costs. 

8.6.1. Dispute Resolution 

~lID is also concerned regarding PG&E's tariff language that 

provides that the utility will make the initial determination of eligibility (or exen\pt 

status. MID states that PG&E's requirements raise liOI1~-essary hurdles to competition 

by requiring the customer to provide notice to PG&E of its intent to claim exempt 

status and by imposing the responsibility on the customer to file a motion (or the 

evaluation of departing load erc statement with the Commission, if the customer 

disagrees with PG&E's assessment. MID recommends that because PG&E has an 

EXonomic interest in finding no exemption, the utility should be required to challenge a 
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claim of exemption by filing a motion with the Commissionl and that the irrigation 

district s\lpp1ier should be entitled to respond on behalf of the challenged customer. 

PG&H states that the notific"Uon procedure is ncce~ary, so that 

onl}' those customers that are so entitled receive exemptions and so that adequate 

records can be kept for fire wall accounting purposes. PG&E's proposed tariffs 

requir(~ that within 20 days after receipt of a departing load ere statement, a 

departing load customer may file a "Motion for Evaluation of Departing Load CTC 

Statement" at the Commission in R.94-O-i-Q31/1.94-O-l-032. 

Conceptually, we agree with PG&E. However, as ,ve found in 

0.96-11-041, PG&E's proposed process is cumbersome.· \Ve will adopt the same 

procedures (ot PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E whic~ we found reasonable for PG&E in 

D.96-11-Q.l1. If a departing customer believes that the departing load statement does 

not comply with the terms and conditions of the tariffs and related decisions, it should 

notify the relevant utility in writing of the gro\1nds for its belief within 20 days after 

receiving the departing load statement. If the utility does not accept the C\lstomer's 

position, it should respond in writing within 5 days after receiving the customer's 

notification. The utility and the customer should then confer to attempt to resolve the 

differences. If ne<essary, the parties may also consult \\'ith Energy Division staff to 

attempt to achieve resolution. If no resolution is reached \·· .. ithiil 10 da}rs, the Clislomer 

may then file the motion described in the proposed tariffs. The utility and the 

clistomer may agR"'C to extend this 100day period to allow for further negotiations or 

other resolution techniques. PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E should amend their tariffs to 

reflect these provisions. 

8.7. CTC·Refated Penalties 

An area of transition cost tariff proposals that resulted in extended 

dialogue among workshop parlicipantswas provisions for penalties applied to 

departing customers for failure to provide notice and failure to pay CTC. For the most 

part, Edison derived its departing load tariffs from the PG&E tariffs, so their initial 

tariff proposals wercsiinilar. SDG&E disagreed with using unique penalties (or 
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hansiUon costs for departing load customers. SDG&B prefers to rely on Ih.c penalty 

mechanisms alrc~,dy included in its tariffs for transition cost penalties. 

\Ve di~lgree. Firstl transition costs (or departing load arc distinguishable 

from other utility charges in that the utllity ha~ limited or no ability to thi('.,ten 

termination of service if the customer fails to meet its obligations. It is reasonable to 

develop unique penalty proo.~ures to' ensure that departing load customers cannot 

bypass transition costs and increase the transit~on cOst burden 01\ full service and direct 

acCess customers. Second, departing load tranSition cost charges arc of a much greater 

magnitude than would customarily be assOciated \ ... ·ith a (e\y months of misSed bilts. It 

is reasonable to develop special prO<.'t'dutes that allow the customer enhanced 

opportunities t6 cure the problem. For these reasons, we will order SDG&B to mirror 

the PG&E and Edison tariffs regarding the departing load transition cost penalties, 

modified as discussed below. 

8." .1. Failure to ProvIde Notice of Oeparture 

Participants also disCUssed \\'helher there is any reason to utiliie a 

different penalty proCedure for customers who fail to provide nolice of departure as 

oppOsed to customers who tail to make erc payn\{'nts. \Vorkshop participants i\greed 

that diff('rent penalty pr~ures are appropriate and that the Edison and rc&E , 

proposals for penalties for failure to provide notice are adequate. \Ve approve this 

consensus agreement, authorize PG&E and Edison to implement the departing load 

penalty for failure to provide notice of departure as presented in Attachments 7 and 8 

of the Energy Division workshop repOrl issued on January 24, and also order SDG&E 

to draft tariffs to include the departing load penalty (or failure to provide notlce of 

departure. 

8.7.2. Fallure to Pay erC 
PG&E, alld EdIson proposed a penalty for departing load 

customers who do not pay etc which invohted issuing a notice to cute if payme'nt is 
" . 

not received by the end of the payment grace period. If the customer does not remit 

_ the missed payment within 20 days of the notice to Cllre, i>G&E and Edison would 
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immooiately p\lrs\le the lump-sum payment described betow. At the beginning of 

evidentiary hearings, ORA indicated that it disagreed with these utility procedures but 

would set them aside for discussion in the transition cost terms and conditions 

workshop. During the workshop, ORA introduced a proposal that would add another 

stage between a customer's failure to comply with the notice to cure and the utitity's 

pursuit of the lump-sum payment. 

In this so-called two stage approach the utility would respond to 

the customer's failure to satisfy the notice to cure by issuing a notice to provide 

payment and deposit. The customer would have the oppOrtunity to respond to this 

notiCe by becoming cOrrent on its missed erc payments and pnlViding a deposit in 

the amount of two times the missed payments (i.e., four monthly erc pa)'ments 

within 30 days of the notice to provide payment and depOsit. If the custonler provided 

this payment and deposit '0 the utility, the matter would be resolved. If the customer 

failed to provide this paynlcfit and deposithy Ih~,('nd oi the 3O-day grace period, the 

utility \\'ould then pursue the lump-suo\ paynlent. "Ilie net effect of the ORA proposal 

is that the customer that fails to meet the original notice fo cure is provided a second 

remedy at a cost much lower than the cost of the finallump-sun\ pa}'ment. This two

stage approach also allows the customer an additional 30 days before facing utility 

pursuit of thc Itll'tlp-sun\ penalty. 

\Vorkshop participants agreed that the two-stage approach is 

preferable to the original utility proposals. \Ve agree, the most pcrsuasive reasOn being 

that it providcs an additional cushion for human error. Departing load custon\ers Illay 

include large industrial customers, but may also include residential and sn\all 

commcrcial cllstonlcrs who opt out of the utility's delivery systern. Customers who 

forget to make a CTC payment or fail to arrange payment of bills during an extended 

vacation or sick leave should be pro\'ided a more relaxed initial penalty before the 

utility pursues a penalty as dr.mlatic as the lump-sum payment. Thereforc1 PG&E, 

Edison, and SDG&E shall revise their tariffs to reflect this modificd penalty proccss, 
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\\'ith modifications to the lump·sum paym('n\ as det(,n~ bc1ow.:- "'e order SDG&E 

and Edison to implement the extended grace periods (or purposes of the departing 

load tr,lnsition cost penalty (or failure to pa)' CTC. (Sec EnNg)' Di\'ision's \\'orkshop 

Report, TabJe 1.) 

Certain details must be r('sol\'~ in order to implement the two

stage penalty. First, we recognize that the utilities might ha\'e dif('tenct"S in the way 

they treat custorner deposits, pursuant to Rule 7 of their existing tariffs. An example is 

that PG&E's con'lputatior\ of interest on deposits differs fronl that ofSrx:;&H and 

Edison in the frequency of the compounding. In general, these differences ha\'e no 

substantive policy implications, and the utilities should therefore impJement this 

penalty ..... ith the understanding that they will treat the deposit with the same rules 

already established by existing Rule 7. 

Second, one understanding reached during the workshop was that 

the two-stage penalty procedure \,'ould be available to the customer only for the first 

instance in which the customer faits to pay CTC without response to the notice to cure. 

\\'e agree that this is a reasonable approach. Upon being reminded of the importance 

of meeting the erc obligation during the first invocation of the two-stage penalty, the 

customer should gain an understanding of the need to sfa}' current on its transition 

cost Obligations. 

Finally, the workshop report reflects an agreement among 

participants that, having collected a deposit once using the two-stage penalty, the 

utility could apply deposit amounts toward eTC payments in the event the customer 

again fails to nteet eTC payn\ents. However, \"C (ind that this agceenlellt vio!ates 

Rule 7 provisions f?t the appropriate use of deposits. \Ve therefore clarify tha~ the 

utility cannot draw on a cllstomer#s deposit to meet missed erc payments, with the 

following exceptions. Edison's Rule 7 atlo\\'s fot the application of deposits t~ the 

S We note that a uniform grace period is r~uiroo for purp<'~"'S 01 this penalty oroy and darify that this 
change in grace JX'riod will not apply to any other aspe<t of the utilities' tariffs_ 
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customer's closing bills at the time the customer discontinues taking scntice from the 

utilit)'. A paraUel interpretation should be allowed (or Edison so that depOsits may be 

applied to outstanding departing load transition costs at the end of the transition 

period. To the extent that PG&E's and SDG&E's Rule 7 tariffs allow (or such 

application of deposits to closing biUs, PG&E at\d SDG&E should also anow for 

application of deposits to outstanding Departing load eTC at the end of the transition 

period. 

8.7.3. Th& Lump-Sum Payment as Penalty 

The utiliti{'S have proposed a lump-sum paytnent to be applied in 

the case of penalties and which is also to be collected on March 31 1 2002, in lieu of the 

monthly obligation. \Ve discuss the penalty provision first. 

The Farm Bureau has expressed concerns that the lump-sum 

payment associated with the departing load penalties for failure to provide notice or 

pay eTC is unne«.>ssarily large, and is Hnked to a customer's total bill rather than only 

the uneconomic portion oC the bill. Therefore, the Farm Bureau believes that linking 

the lun\p-sum payment to these additional amounts (Le., the entire bill) unfairly 

penalizes the departing clistomer. \Ve use this opportU1\ity to address concerns not 

only that calculation of the lump sum may be inequitable, but that the lump-stint 

payment requircn'\ent could be anticompclith'e. 

Used as a penalty, \\le do not believe that the lump-sum payment 

is anticompctitive. \\'e note that a departing load customer has ample opportunity to 

avoid the lump-sum penalty by providing notice to the utilit}, and meeting its monthly 

(ransition cost obligations. In addition, we have now required that the tariffs provide a 

reasonable opportunity to corred the situatiOll to avoid the lurnp-suin penalty. 

Therefore, we do not believe that it is reasonable to iilcorporate the lump-sun) penalty 

into any decisions to utilize alternatives to utility distribution and energy services. 

This would be analogous to basing a cost-eftediveness analysis on the assumption that 

the Ctlstonler would (ail to meet simple obligations such as paying its bills. In general, 

we find this to be an unreasonable assertion. Custorners that choose to utilize 
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alten'nUvc energy and distribution services are likely to be aware of what their 

obligations would be U the)' pursue these alternatives, including their obligations to 

provide noUce and n\eet monthly transition cost obligati6ns.v Therefore, wc conclude 

that, lIsed as a last resort, the lump-sum payment is unlikely to be anticompctith'c, 

However, we agree that there is al\ equity issue associated with 

the lump-sum payment. J( the lump sum represents an amount greater than the 

customer's actual net present value trar\sition cost obligatfon at the lime that the 
, " 

penalty is levied, that customer pays more than its fair share of transition cOst 

obligation. If the lurrip sum is an amount less than the customer's nel present value 

transition cost obligation at the tiine the penalty is levied, the customer would pay less 

than its fait share of transilioncosts,leaving other customets to pay the remainder. 

The optimal6utcom-e is (or the lump-sum penalty to rellect the best-estimate of its 

remaining transition cost obligation when the penalty is le\·ied.:' If this outcome can he 

achieved} it also serVes as a reSponse to mitigate the Farm Bureau's concerns about the 

lump s·utn being based on the customer's total bilt rather than only the unecol\omic 

portion of the bill. 

PG&E's derivation of the IUIllP-SUn\ charge to be applied to 

customers that miss CTC paytnents appears to betonsistent with this optimal . 

outcome. PG&E slales that the proposed lun\p-sum payinent ", .• is neither a 'penalty' 

nor is it meant t6 be ttnnecessarily punitive, but rather is hltended to provide a -

reasonable 'amount certain' for the customers tolal etc responsibility ... ," 

(Exhibit 6, p. 6.) Although PG&E also states that the lump sUIrt represents an "upper 

21 Our requirement that E'aeJ! utilIty provide dear and prtXise tariffs for all customcrs will help to ensure 
that custon\crs understand these obligations. 

]I We also note that if the luIrtp-sum payment were lower than the customer's riet present \'alue 
transition cOst obligation, then it would provide an iilcenlin~ to pursue altematlve generali~ aM take 
actions to incur the lunlp~sum penalty. ·Convcrs.ely, if thelu""p-~um payment "'ere higher than the 
customer's nct present value transition {ost obligatiOi\ a cUstomer that belie\'cs it cannot adequately 
prc,vide notite of departure or meet ere payments woul.j,_ intact .. have a disir\(enti\'e to pursue . 
alfemath'e g~neraliM. However .. if the lump-sum pa)~E'nt aCciTCItely rdlecloo th~ rustotners net 
present value transition cost Obligation, then the lump swn is rompetiti\'ely'neulral. 
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r,lnge" estimate, the approach pro\'id~ a good starting point for dC\'eloping an 

optimallump-$um amount. Two modifications Ie- PG&E's original lump-sum 

proposals arc necessary for the lump sum to clfedh'cly represent" best estin"tate of the 

customer's remaining transition cost obligation. 

First, the lump sun .. must account for transition cost amounts 

already paid by the customer. To make the customer pay thc fun original lump slim 

c"en if that customer had met monthly transition cost obligations as a full service or 

direct acceSs customer \vould be a double collection of ~()me of that custon\er's 

transition cost obligation. In fact, the lump sum originaUy proposed by PG&E for 

customers that failed to pay eTC attempted to account lor cumulative payments 

received. This lump-sum penalty is staled to the number of months ten"taining in the 

transition period. PG&E indicates that the scaling formula is "reasonably 

representative ofthe upper range of current esHmates Cot the company's outstanding 

total unamortited eTe requirements .. .. " (Exhibit 6, p. 14.) Although this is 

somewhat different from scaHng an individual customer's lump-SUn) penalty to retied 

that customer's actual ere contributions to date, such a customer-specific penalty ma)' 

be infeasible. PG~E"s approach is a reasonable approximation. 

In contrast to its proposed penalty (or failure to pay eTC, PG&E's 

original lump-sum proposal for the penalty for failure to providc notice was not scaled 

to reflect cumulall\'c transition cost collections, but was fixed at two tim('s the 

custon\er's referenee period bill. As proposed, this penalty Could result in a double 

counting of CTC by failing to reflect a customers' CTe payments made before 

departure froin utiHty distribution scrvices. ORA raised this point in its testin'tony, 

and PG&E agreed in its rebullal that the lump-sum penalty (or failure to provide 

notice should also be seated in a fashion identical to the penalty (or failure to pay crc. 
The most recent versions of the PG&E tariffs reflrc! these changes. 

The most recent version of the Edison tariffs regarding both 

penalties for failure to prOVide notice and failurc to pay ere also use a lump-sum 

penalty calculation that \"ould to some extent retlrct that customerts erc pi.l),n1.ents 

made before enforcement of the lump-sUI'll penalty. Edison used a different approach 
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(or cakulation of the Jump-sun\ payn\('nt. In Edison's propo~ll, if the lump-sum 

penalty must be assessed on the customer, the lump-sum payment would equal that 

customer's monthly erc payment amount mUltiplied by the number of months 

remaining in the transition period. Thts approach seems more straightforward on 

initial evaluation, because it is based on actual monthly eTC payments. Howe"er, 

under the rate fr~ze, the customer's monthly eTC payments are not based on any 

estimate of that custoIl\er's erc obligation, but rather on the residual of the frozen rate 

tess all other charges. Therefore, actual monthly eTC payments n\ight fluctuate 

greatly, and would certainly have no direct bearing on or reflc<lion of the customcc's 

total -trat\Sitioncosl obligation. FOr this reason, we wHi order Edison to change its 

lump-sum penalty calculation to one similar to PG&E's. lVe also order SDG&S to 

incorporate these proviSions in its tariffs. 

Second, the lump-sum amount must be trued-up to reflect changes 

to the utility transition cost requests that will be addressed in Phase 2 of this 

proceeding. The utilities~ estimates of the customer's full tr~,rtsition cost obligation 

used to develop the lump-stim payments are obviously baSed on each utility's request 

for transition costs in this proceeding. The lump-suo\ payments should be scaled up or 

down proportionately to reflect our decisions in these procredings and the Diablo 

Canyon proceeding, A.96-03-054, as wen ('is 0.96-12-083 regarding Palo Verde Nuclear 

Generating Station. 

\Ve realize that this process involves a certain an\ount of 

forecasting. Although this is a prospect \,tc have sought to a\'oidwhen pOSSible, it 

appears the onty reasonable nleans of achievit\g our goal of making the lump-sum 

payment reflect departing load custon\er's total net present value transition cost 

obligation. \Ve also note that participants to the workshop have inlpHcitly accepted 

use of these forecasts by agrecb\g (or the most part with the use of a lump-sum 

payment in pel\alty mechanisms tor departing load.· In any case, the nurnber of 

customers to \vhkh theSe kinds of penalties would apply is small~ which means that 

e the magnitUde of potential forecast risk will be small in the aggregate. 
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Therefore, after issuance of the Phase 2 dC<'ision, the utiliti{'s shaH 

file revised terms and conditions tariffs for departing load that reflC'<t these chang('S in 

transition cost fore<:-dsts and includes the most (E:'<'ently adoptoo updat{'s of costs. In 

the meantimc, the utilities and other parti('s should consider a method that can be used 

to scaie the lump-sum penalty calculation n\echanisn\ when the Phase 2 dccision is 

issued. PG&E stated that the estimate behind the lump-sum payment reprC'S('nts an 

upper range (or thE;' customer's transition cost obligation. Among other things, partit'S 

might work together to reach agreement on whether the lump-sUIll payment should be 

scaled to represent an upper-, inid-, or low-range estimate. Parties may also work to 

reach agreement on a stipulated long-term. price forecast, the use of which would be 

strictly limited to scaling of the lump-sum payment. This may be an appropriate 

subject to discuss in workshops to be held later this year. Further guidance \,· .. m be 

provided by ruHng at a later date. 

8.7.4. Final Departing load Customer lump-Sum Payment In 2001 

Departing load tariffs originall)' filed b}' PG&E and Edison 

requited departing load customers to makea final lump-sum eTC payment on 

March 31, 2002 or at some other time as deternlined by the Commission. This lump

sum paynlent would not be pursued as' a penalty for failing to provide notice of 

departure or failure to pay erc, but instead would be requited of all departing load 

custon\ers. Non-utilit)· parties disagreed with this proposal, stating that the final 

lump-sum payment could be large and impose a hardship on departing load 

customers. \Vorkshop participants agreed that it would be reasonable to offer 

departing load customers the option to make a final lump-sum eTC payment or some 

form of continuing periodic transition cost payments. Participants agreed that these 

periodic transition: cost payn\ents would not necessarily be an extension of n'tonthly 

payment arrangements for the dumtion of the remaining transition cost recovery 

period, but recommended that th~ Commission should address the frequency and 

duration of the payment options at a later date. 
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lVe agree that requiring a final lump-sum paymcnt of remaining 

transition cost obligation could impose significant hardship on departing load 

customers. This would also place significant (oreca~t risk on cu~tomers and 

shareholders. \Ve approve of the recommended approach to evaluate and establish 

periodiC payment options for departing load transition (Ost obligations after 2001. 

These obligations include ongoing costs eligible for continuing reCovery and those 

costs ,yhich have been allowed to be deferred including employee-related and 

- restructuring implementation transition tosls; To irnpleinent this reron\mendation we 

will order utilities t6- file applications no later than January 30, 2001 which pro-pose a 
method for rontinuing periodic 'transition cost payment arrangeinents for departing 

load customers. These applicationS should also provide forecasts of ren\aining 

transition cost obligations of departing load customers that would be used as a basis 

for the final lump-sum payment option and a methbd to determine the way lump-sum 

payments would r~flect continued periodiC CTC paYlnents in the- ~ventthal a customer . 
should choose to make the lump-sum payn\ent sometime during the proposed 

periodic payment period. 

B.B. Procedural MechanIsms to Update Tefms and Conditions Tariffs' 

\Ve have provided parties augmcntedptocedures (or review of interim 

transition cost tariffs. We Intend to continue thisptactiCe and asked workshop 

participan~s to recommend a procedural n\eanS bfrontinue to offer this enhanced 

opportunity for reviewing future utility proposals to rnodi(}' transition tenus and 

conditions tariffs. For 1997, participants recommend two means of reviewing 

proposed tariff changes. First, participants suggested that some review and discussion 

could take place in the workshops scheduled to address balancing accounts that are 

planned (or the sUmmer. Second, participal\lS suggested that it rnay be appropria"te to 

expand the standard advice letter tiling service list to include those parties with 

broader I'cstruCturing-relatedintetests and doubling the protest period (tom 20 to 40 

days. PG&E recommends that a 3()-day protest period for significant update filings, 

e following instructionS froIl\ assigned ALJs, would strike a reasonable balante beh,;een 
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preScrving existing advice lcttcr time lines and giving parties the nccessar)' additional 

time to respond to important rcstntcturing filings. Participants also agrC'Cd that parties 

have the option to request that an advice letter be turned into an app1ication~ which 

would result in an even greater opportunity to scrutinize the tariff proposal. During 

the transition period (1998-2001), participants agreed that modifications to tariffs could 

be reviewed in advice letter filings subject to the same extended opportunities for 

review or in the annual transition cost proceedings. 

\Ve agree that additional workshops may be necessary to review 
- . 

proposed eTc terms and conditions tariffs in 1997; particularly because parties ha\'e 

not yet seen these tariffs for full service and direct access customers. \\'hether 

workshop activity addtessingCfC terms and conditions tariff issues should take place 

in potential balancing account workshops or in separate workshops is unclear at this 

time. Additional procedural guidance will be provided by a later ruling. 

once the Phase 2. decision is adopted, utilities will be required to formally 

file tariffs by advice letter. \Ve will utilize suggestions (or an augmented advice leHer 

process. The adviCe letter should be filed on each utility's standard advice letter 

service I1st, the service list for R.94-M-031/I.94-().l-032, and the service list (or this 

docket. \Ve adopt PG&E's recomrnendation (or expanding the protest period to 30 

days. This procedure has been used previously to allow (or protests to utility pt.stings 

of the monthly QF energy payments. \Ve will evaluate the responses to future advice 

Ictter filings to determine whether othcr tariff changes require additional workshop 

review. 

After 1997, it is reasonable that the utilities use either the annual 

transition cost proceeding or the advicelctter process to make tariff m~difications, 

depending on the timing and the ramlfications o( such requests. The primary reason 

(or the extended service and protest period (or 1997 is to prOVide for both the bus}' 

procedural schedUle (or all restructuring-related initiatives and new restructuring

related tariffs. \Ve may not need such augmentations to the advice letter process 

during the entire transition period, but wilt retain them at least for 1998. \Ve \"ill 

revisit this iSstte in the 1998 transition cost proceeding. We also note that parties may 
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usc protests to advice letters requesting that tarift modifications be turned into 

applications. \Ve caution the utilities not to abuse the advice letter process by lIsing 

them to request authorizations that would more appropriately be sought in an 

application. 

9. Comments on Proposed DecIsion and Alternate DeclsJon 

Timely comments on both the At} proposed decision and the alternate 

proposed decision were filed by PG&E1 Edison., SDG&E, ORA, TU!W dal., cuE, Farm 

Bureau, Cru d al. and EPUC/CAC. The City and County bf San Francisco and the Cit}' 

of San Diego's Metropolitan \Vaste\\'a!el' Deparh'rient also filed comments, along with 

motions to intervene. Timely reply comments were filed by PG&E., Edison, SDG&E, 

ORA., TURN fl al., and the City and County of San Francisco. We have incorporated . 

these romrnents as appropriate, which were particularly helpful in regards to technical 

clarification necessary to implement the Commission's findings. \Ve emphasitethat in 

accordance with Rule 77.3, comments which ~etely reargue positions taken in briefs 

are accorded 1\0 weight. Furthermore, Rule 77.4 provides that comments are not to 

include new tactual information whkh has not been tested by cross-examination. Such 

comments ,';,ilI not be relied on as the basis for assertions made in post pubJication 

comments. 

The comments have addressed several issues, including the (oHowing areas: 

definition ot current costs, darifying the deferral of costs, darif}·ing the 1999 transition 

cost proceeding, clarifying exemptions, and addressing the provisions of § 369. \Ve 

ha\'e addressed these issues throughout the decision, as appropriate. 

Findings of Fact 

1. The requirement that allocation ot transition costs shall not result in rate 

increases be}tond June 10, 1996Ie\'els requires that the CTC portion of a customer's bill 

be computed on a residual basis, i.e., the difference between the total rate and all other 

charges, including the Power Exchange prke. 

2. The Joint Recommendation is not a settlement and is accord«:xi appropriate 

weight. 
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3. R('('overy of gcneration·rctatcd transition costs is not intcndcd to bc without 

risk, but § 33O(t) providcs the IOUs a reasonable opportunity to fuUy rerovcr transition 

costs. 

4. Othcr than employre-relatcd transition costs addressed in § 375, rcstnlcturing 

implementation costs addressed in § 376, and any generation·reJatcd transition costs 

which ate displaced because of the roIJection of funds addresSed in §381(d), current 

transition (Osts must be recovered as incurred. 

5. Greater revenues are available lor total transition cost recovcry when assets 

with a higher rate of return are a('cclerated prior to assets with a lower rate of rctum~ 

and in a manner that maximizes the tax benefit of such amortization. 

6. It is in the interests 01 both ratepayers and shareholders to ensure that the 

greatest amour'lt of rc\'enucs is availabJe to collect transition costs, rather than being 

applied to interest and carrying costs. 

7. Ratepayers benefit from maximizing the amount of revenues to apply to 

transition cost recovery, because if transition costs are collected as expeditiously as 

possible, the rale freeze rna}' end before December 31,2001. 

8. Shareho!cters benefit from ensuring that the greatest amount of reVenues is 

avaiiabJe to collect transition costs, because there is a greater likelihood of full r('(overy 

of those costs. 

9. It ' ... ·(mId not be equitable to allow the utilities to have the flexibility to accelerate 

the reCovery of assets that do not bear a rate of return and simultaneously allow the 

utilities to apply a lower interestrate to their eTC revenue accounts. 

10. \Ve have not yet adopted a definition of regulatory assets for purpoS(>s of 

transition cost recovery, although regulatory obligations are included in the definition 

of generation·relatoo assets provided (or in AB 1890. 

11. Recovcry of regulatory assets is probable because there is no reason to assume 

that frozen rates will not result in sufficient headroom to lully reCover transition costs. 

12~ Regulatory assets that may besubject to wtite~ofi due to FASB Statement No. 71 

should be amortized ratabl}t over a 4S-month period. The specific regulatory assets to 

which this finding applies will be determined after Phase 2 eligibility is established. 
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13. To the extent these assets adhere to the requirements of § 367, generation· 

related regulatory assets remain recoverable through the CTC, even if written-of( (or 

financial accottnting purp05('s. 

14. The utilities have the opportunity to accrue rc\'cnues to offset transition costs 

prior to the beginning of the transition period because the rate (reeze commenced on 

January I, 1997, pursuant to D.96-12·077. 

15. The pr<>cecds from rate reduction bonds will have a significant impact on 

t{ansition cost recovery. 

16. An annual transition cost proceeding will help to ensure that we can provide for 

unanticipated problems. 

17. \Ve will not know the "extent to which transition costs are uneconon\ic until 

market valuation is completed and until we determine the amount of fixed costs that 

are recovered in the Power Exchange market dearing price. 

18. \Ve must ensure that we can track recovery of transition costs on a detailed 

basis, so that we can determine when those transition costs are fully collected, and we 

must ensure that adequate review is provided (or to ensure that only the uneconomic 

portion of transition costs is recovered. 

19. Current ratemaking principles remain essentially intact, including the 

accounting priIldple of matching revenues with expenses; therefore, excepting costs 

whose rccovery may be deferred beyond 2001 as discussed herein, turrent costs should 

be rccovered first. 

20. To the extent that reVenues did not cover costs in the current period, rc\tenues 

should be applied first to transition costs incurred during that period and then to 

scheduled amortization. 

21. As assets which are currently included in rate base are amortized, rate base 

should be reduced correspondingly, including the In'lpact of associated return and 

income taxes. 

22. Generation-related assets should be written down to the estimated market 

e value, but not below, on an aSset-by-asset basis. 
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23. Similar to balancing accounts established today, the utilities should manage the 

accclNatioll of assets to achieve a matching of revenues to current costs plus the 

portion of noncurrent (oS\S that is acxeterated in a nlanner to avoid major under- or 

over-collections of CTC. To the extent that over- and under-collections occur, intercst 

will a('(rue at the 9G-day Commercial paper nlte, with the exception of the deferred 

generation-related transition costs displaced because of funding the programs 

addressed in § 3S1(d). 

24. To the extent feasible, the transition costs addrCssed in §§ 375, 376 and 381(d) 

should be recovered before 2001; sin\iJat to current ratemaktng practices, but may be 

deferred to the extent such reCOvery will put generation-related assets at risk. Section 

375 costs may be collected through 2006 and coUection of § 376 costs may continue 

until fully recovered. Any deferrals of these costs may accrue interest at the 9O-day 

commerdal paper rate. In addition, to the extent generation-related transition cost 

recovery is impacted by the collection of renewable program costs under § 381 (d) 

during the rate freeze period, those displaced generation-related tfllnsitiOIl costs may 

be coHedcd in the period January 1, 2002-~1arch 31,2002. Shareholders must bear any 

associated carrying costs. 

25. E.stablishing memorandum accounts to track transition cost obligations and 

revenues separately fot customers on each side of the fire wall is a useful \vay to 

ensure that transition cost obligatiOllS are not shifted (rom one side of the firewall to 

another. 

26. Current application of the EPMC methodology does not allocate costs to the 

disaggrcgated level of rate schedule, tariff option, or contract. 

27. It is reasonable to require that the utilities track transition cost obligations and 

payments at the rate group le\'cl. Rate groups are the units (or which marginal cost 

rcvenue responsibility artd allocated revenue are determined. 

28. The definition of departing load does not apply to \Vestem's customers who are 

increasing their allocation of federal preference load Mtd PG&E load in a lnanner 

contemplated under the existing Contract 29-l8-A. 
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29. To the ('x tent that FERC imposes a ere on the contr~lCts addressed hcr('in, we 

will develop a process to adequately account (or these lunds to offset transition cost 

rero\'cry and to make any necessalY adjustmcitts to the firewall m('moranduffi 

a crou nts. 

30. It is reasonable to adopt the stipulated market dearing price of 2.4 cents per 

kilowatt hour for the limited purpOsc of developfng an estimate of the total transition 

cost le\'el applicable for 1998, which may alsO be impOrtant lor developing the rate 

teductiotl bond applications. Our approval of this stipulated market price does n-ot 

establish a precedent lor any other purpose. 

31. ere tariffs should be conslntcted. to provide the neCeSSary tariff infonnation for 

utility service customers, direct access rustornets, and depa-rtifig load customers. -

32. To the extent possible,the billed ere sho·uld be based on meteredronsumptlon. 

33. It is appropriate tha~ one option for determining the load Of departing' 

customers should include reliance upon third·party metering, if a verification of that 

meter is provided and provided that each pady shall bear Us own costs for any 

verification proceSs. 

34. It is inappropriate (or a utility to require (utr~nt metered inlonriation to 

determine departing load; rather the customer should be able to select the bIlling 

detenllinant to be applied in consultation with the utility. 

35. Customers should be able to change the rate basis used in their erc calculation 

by providing current metered information which demonstrates that if they were still 

taking full utility service, they WQuld be under a different rate schedule. 

36. Any transition cost metering option should be available to full service 

customers, direct a~ss customers, and departing load customers .. 

37. Providing ere tariffs lot full serviCe, direct acce~, and_departing load 

customers in one central area of the tariffs will assIst the customer in assessing how its 

ere calculation and terms may change urider various servicealtematives: 
- . 

38. eTC amounts that would otherwise have been paid by exempt customers rylust 

be tracked according to the type of exemption and by large and sn\all cust()~er class, 

as defined by the fire waH requirements delineated in § 330(v). 
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39. Each utilit), should provide speda} procedurC'S which aHow dt'p.nling load 

custon\ers to cure failures to provide notice of departure and failure to pay Crc. 
40. A two-stage approach to establishing a penalty for laihtrc of departing load 

customers to pay eTC is reasonable. 

41. PG&E's derivation of the lump-sum payment ref1~ts a scaling foniHlla that 

hr)ps to atrount lor trat\$ition costs already paid by the customer and should be 

adopted for PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E. 

42. The him~sum amount must be trued·up to reflect adopted· transition cost 

estimates .. as determined in Phase 2 of these proceedings. 

43. Requiring departing load customers to pay a finallump-sun\ paytnenf of the 

transiti{ln (Ost obligation remaining after March 31,2002 could inlpose significant 

hardship on departing load customers. 

44. It is appropriate to require PG&·E; Edison, and SbG&E to expand the standard 

advice letter filing service list to include the service list to R.94-O-t-031/1.94-04-OO2 and 

this proceeding. 

ConclusIons of Law 

1. Transition costs are defined in §§ 367, 368, 375, and 376. For generation-related 

assets, traosition costs are those that prove to be uneconomic in the neW competitive 

framework. 

2. For the most part, generation~related transition costs must be recovered by 

December 31,2001. AB 1890 states that transition costs must be recovered as 

expeditiously as possible. 

3. Transition rests related to power purchase agreements and QF contracts may be 

collected (or the duration of the contract . 

. 4. Employee--reJated transition costs may be collected through December 31; 2006. 

5. T~e (olledion of transition (OSls may extend though March 31, 2002 to the 

extent collection of transition costs is impacted by ere exemptions .. the (osts of 

(unding i~tiewableS prograhls as defined in §-381(d),or BRPU settlement (osts, whh 

certain additional provisions, as defined in § 367. 
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6. Con\mission-appro\,ed eleclric restructuring implementation costs that are not 

coHected from another source and which reduce the ability of the utilities to collect 

generation·related transition rosts may be continue to be rollccloo aftetlA.'Cember 31, 

2001, as pro\'ided by § 376. 

7. Pursuant to § 367, this Commission must make the final determinatiolls of the 

uneconomic costs associated with generation-rerated assets. In addition, in order to 

determine the transition costs {or generation-related assets, we must net the negative 

(above-market costs) and posith'c (below·market costs) transition costs of all utility

owned generation related assets. Valuation of these assets must occur by year-en.d . 

2001. 

8. The utilities must amortize their uneconomic costs such that their recorded rate 

of return docs not exceed the authorized rate of return on tatebase. 

9. The utilities arc at risk for gen.eration-related ttal'lSiHon costs that arc not 

recovered by December 31, 2001. 

10. \\'e must implement the newly-added Public Utility Code sections accorditlg to 
, 

the plain n\eaning of the statute, applying our knowledge of raten\aking practices, 

common sense, and our duty in carrying out the public interest. 

11. Pursuant to D.96-12-077, as of January 1, 1997, rates are frozen. at levels that 

were in pJate onJune 10, 1996. This has the effect of allowing the utilities to accme 

re\'enue prior to the beginning of the mandated transition period. 

12. PG&H's Rate Restntcturing Settlement discuSSed the acceleration 6f the recovery 

of generation-related regulatory assets, ~ut this must be evaluated in the context of the 

statute as a whole. 

13. The utilities should acceler.lte the collection of those transition costs which oeam 

a high rate of return and in a n\aJU\er '\'hich provides the greatest tax benefits. At a 

minimum, the utilities should accelerate depredation of thesc·assets on a straight-line 

basis over a 48-month amortization period, including a~ociated taxes and the reduced 

rate of return. 

14. Regulatory assc'ts which are subject to write-off because of PASS Statement 

No. 71 should be an\ortized ratably o\'er a 48-mo1\th period. The specific assets to 
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which this requirement applies wiH be determined after Phase 2 eligibility is 

determined. 

IS.ln order to acoommodate ongoing market valuations,and accelerated rl"COvery, 
> -! 

PG&E, Edison, and SDG&B should [(,(,,,librate the remaining n,onths of the l\."'OO\·ery 

schedule to adjust the amortization schedule through the end of the transition period. 

16. It is reasonable to require monthly and an,l1ual reports to track the recoVery of 
-

tr .. msition costs, as wen as to institute an annual transition oost proceeding. separate 

from the Revenue Adjustment Proceeding. 

17. Employee-related transitiol\ costs have been protected by statu-teo 

18. Pursuant to § 369, CTC does not apply to service taken under tariffs, contracts, 

or rate schedules that are on file, accepted, or approved by the FERC, unless otherwise 

authorized by the FERC. 

19. \Vhile transition cost respOnSibility should be subject to as few exemptions as 

possible, the definition of departing load does not apply to \Vestem's customers who 

are increasing their allocation of federal preference load in it n'tanner contempJated 

under the existing contract, as described hereiil. A customer outside ot these specific 

federal preference power contractual agreements~ or similar arrangements subject to 

§ ~9, who was taking PG&E scnrice subject to CPUC jurisdiction prior to December 

20, 1995, and then displaced that PG&E service with third-party generation, which is 

wheeled to that customer under a FERC-jurisdictional tariff, will be subject to eTC. 

20. It is reasonable at this time to consider metering reliability according to the 

standards designated for utility meters in tariff Rule 17 for PG&E and Edison and 

Rule 18 for SOG&E. 

21. Tariffs should be designed so that customers can understand the costs and 

implications of choosing various available servIce options. 

22. As decisions are forthcoming in the direct access and unbundling proceedings, 

erc tariffs nla}' require modifications. 

23. It is reasonable to acc:ept the tariff modifications stipulated to at the Energ}' 

Division \~wrkshops. 
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24. The firc wall esl,lblishcd by § 330(\') is cst,lblishcd to address revenue shortfalls 

due to exemptions and to protect ratepayers (rom tr\lnsition cost obligations being 

shifted as a result of these re\'enue short(alls. 

25. The Olemor.mdum acoounts and n'lethodotog)' that have been proposed by 

PG&E and Edison inhxhibits 7 arid 101 respectively, are acceptable for tracking these 

exemptioris and should be implemented by PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E. 

26. Section 374(a)(4) states that the provisions of subdivision (a) are no longer 

operative after March 31,2002; therefore, irrigationdistrkt customers are no longer 

exempt from any traJ\s~tion costs which accnte in the period after March 31, 2002. 

27. It is reasonable to adopt the same pr~ures for PG&E, Edison, and SDG&B for 

re$ol\'ing dispute resolutions in departing load eTC statements thal we found 

reasonable for PG&E in D.96-11-041. 

28. It is reasonable to develop unique penalty procedures to ensure that departing 

load customers cannot bypass transition costs and increase the transition cost burden 

on full service and direct access customers. 

29. PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E sho~td treat CTC depOsits according to Rule 7 of 

their existing tariffs; therefore, each utility is prohibited fronl applying a customer's 

deposit toward missed erc payments. Except to the extent .that each utility's Rule 7 

aHows the application of deposits to dosing bills, eTC deposits may be applied to 

outstanding departing load transition costs at the end of the transition period. 

30. The lump-sum payment used as a last-resort penalty for departing load 

customers is not anticompetiti\'c. 

31. It is reasonable to offer departhlg load customers the choice of making final 

lump-sum ere payments to rcflcct the tr"nsition costs ensuing after March 31,2002 or 

to allow these customers some form of continuing tra.nsition cost payments. 

32. It is reasonable to augment the advice letter process for modifications to 

transition cost tart(es that occur in 1997 and 1998. 

33. A 3O-day protest period for transition cost advice letters is reasonable, in light of 

e the many activities occurring in electrk restructuring in 1997 and early 1998, and the 

complexity of the issues addressed. 
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24. The fire wan ('St,'\bJished by § 330(\') is ~tabJishoo to addrc:ss fCvenue shortfalls 

due to ('xemplions and to protect ratepayers (rom tr~,\l\Sition cost obligations being 

shifted as a result of these revenue shortfalls. 

25. The memor~'\nduli\ accounts and methodology that have been proposed by 

PG&E and Edison in 'Exhibits 7 and 10, res~tivel)', are acceptable for tracking these 

exemptions and should be implemented by PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E. 

26. Se<lion 374(a)(4) states that the provisions of subdivision (a) are rio longer 

operaH\~e after March 31, 2002j therefore, irrigation district customers are no longer 

exempt from any trans~tiot\ costs which accrue in the period after ~brch 31, 200i. 
. ,/ .. ' 

27. It is reasonable to adopt the same pr~ures for I'G&E, Edison, and SDG&E for 

rcsolvingdispute resolutions in departing load CTC statements that we found 

reasonable (or ·PG&E in D.96-11-041. 

28. It is reasonable to develop unique penalty procedures to ensure that departing 

load Cllstonlers cannot bypass transition costs and increase the transition cost burden 

on (un service and direct ~cccss (:us(onlers. 

29. PG&E, Edison., and SDG&E should treat eTC deposits according to Rule 7 of 

their existing tari(fs; therefore, each utilit), is prohibited from applying a customer's 

deposit toward. missed eTC payments. ExCept to the extent_that each utility's Rule 7 

allows the application of deposits to dosing bills, erc deposits may be applied to 

outstanding departing load transition costs at the end of the transition period. 

30. The lump-sum payment used as a last-resort penalty (or departing load 

customers is not anticompetitive. 

31. It is reasonable to offer departing load customers the choke of making final 

lump-sum etc paymenls to reflect the transition costs ensuing after March 31,2002 or 

to aJlow these customers some fom\ of continuing transition cost paynlents. 

32. It is reasonable to augment the advke letter process (or modifications to 

trdnsition cost tariffs that occur in 1997 and 1998. 

33. A 3O-day protest period for transition cost advice letters is reasonable, in light of 

the man}t activities occurring in electric restructuring in 1997 and early 1998, and the 

complexity of the issues addressed. 
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34. This order should be ef(cclh'c today so that the r,ltemaking Il\ffhanism and 

tariff procedures may be inlplementcd expeditiously. 

INTERIM ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), SOuthern California Edison 

Company (Edison), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) shall cst.,bHsh 

preliminary Transition Cost Balanc-ing AcCounts in (Qmpliance with the general 

guidelines established in this dedsiori. These pro forma tariffs shall be filed and served 

in this pr<x--eeding by June 27; 1997. Final tariffs shall be filed after the Phase 2 

decision. 

2. The Energy Division shall convene workshops to address detailed issues of 

applying the guidelines adopted in this decision aitd to address spedfic issues th~t 

may arise in implementation of these tariffs. Interested parties shall scnte comments 

on tariff issues raised in the utilities' fi-lings by July 8, 1997. Preliminary workshops _ 

shall be held on July 14, 15, and 16, 1997. These workshops may also be used to_, 

address terms and conditions tariff issues, as described in this decision. The Energy 

Division shall file and scn'e its workshop report on or before August 22, 1997 and 

parties wiJl be a((orded at\ opportunity to file and serve comments on the workshop 

report. The Energ}' Division shall convene additional tarift workshops in the fall aflcr 

issuance of the Phase ~ decision if necessary. Further guidance shall be pro\'ided by 

ruling. 

3. PG&E, Edison, and SOC&E shall file applications no later than June 1, 1998 t~ 

request recovery of transition (osts in 1999. Annual tr~u\sition cost proceedings shall 

be uSed to establish the reasonableness of PG&E, Edison, and SDG&a in accelerating 

recovery of transition costs and in estimating the il\arket value of their assets subject to 

market valuation. 
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4. The Energy Division shall convene workshops no later than 45 days (ollowing 

the filing of the applications (or 1999 transition cost rcoovcry to addr('SS the 

implementation o( these proceedings, including how to streamline such proceedings. 

5. PG&E shaH modify its departing load tariff to clarify that no competition 

transition charge will be applied to changes in ailocation to load taken under \Vestem 

Administration Power Association Contract 29-18-A. 

6. A market rate (orecast of 2.4 cents per kilowatt hour shall be used to estimate 

transition costs for 1998. 

7. By July 1, 1997, PG&E, Edison, and SOO&E shall file and serve pro forma tarifis 

which provide general information on transition Costs and the calculation of 

competition transition charge, as well as spedfic language delineating particular 

requirements and ternlS and conditions for utility serVice customers,dired acceSS 

customers, and departing load. Implementation issues may be discussed at the 

workshops ordered in Paragraph 4 . 
. , ~ 

8. PG&~. Edison, aI\d SDG&E shall follow augmented advice leiter prOCedures, 

including expanded sen'lee and a 3O-day protest period, as described in this decision, 

for filing erc tari(fs and proposing to modifying such tariffs. 

9. Final eTC tariffs shall be filed by augmented advice letter filing, as described in 

this decision, after the Phase 2 dedsion is issued. Furthet guidance shall be 

forthcoming in that decision. 
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10. PG&E, Edison, and SoG&E shall file applkations, as described in this decision, . -

by January 30,2001 which address the lump-sum payment and periodiC payment 

options for departing load cl's~omers. 
This order is eff~t~~'e today. 

Dated June 11, 1997, tttSan Francisco, California. 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
.. _ President 

JESSUi J .. KNIGHT; JR. 
HENRY l\1.DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAS 

Commissioners 
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